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Speaker Daniels: 'dThe House Will come to order. The Members will

be in thekr seats. Speaker Daniels in the Chair. The

Chaplain for the day is retired Pastor Ernest Gerike of the

Trinity Lutheran Church of Bloomington. Pastor Ernest

Gerike is the guest of Representative Bill Brady. Guests

in the gallery may Wish to rise for the invocation. Pastor

Gerike.''

Pastor Ernest Gerike: ''Thank you very much, Mr. Daniels. May We

bow for word of blessing. God of all grace and glory, Xou

are majestic beyond our comprehension. We hunbly plead,

fill us with Your spirit that We may honor and adore You in

everykhing we think, say, or do. In this ateitude of

submission, we commend to You the chosen leaders who meet

in this hall. Help us to remember that they are also mere

human beinqs. Sometimes misstatements are made, truth is

overdrawn, feelings run hkgh, anger is expressed and shown .

Therefore, please teach us the lesson of forgiveness which

You invented and practice, through ïour gift of the Lord

Jesus Chrisk. Grant to these leaders, rich and deep wisdom

as they give consideration to budget items, vetoed Bills,

and voting rights and ethical standards and even a proper

view of Chief Illiniwek. Father, please bless these folks

that a11 deliberations may echo in support a high moral

tone. Give guidance and direction that the fanily life of

these leaders may flourish and be successful. We conmend

all to Your loving care in Christ our Lord. God is our

refuge and strength. Ameno''

Speaker Daniels: ''Thank you, Pastor Gerike. We'll be 1ed in the

Pledge of Allegiance by Representative Ca1 Skinner.
''

Skinner: ''I pledge allegiance to the Elag of khe United States of

America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one

nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for
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Speaker Daniels:

November 2, 1995

''Representative Currie is recognized on the

Democratic side of the aisle.''

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker. Please let the record show that

Papa Schoenberg Will not be With us today.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Record Will so reflect. Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Thank you: Mr. Speaker. I'm happy to say that a11 the

Republkcans are here today. Thank you.'9

Speaker Daniels: ''Thank you: Representative Cross. Mr. Clerk,

take the record. They are 117 Members ansuering the Roll

and a Quorum is present. Committee Reports.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Committee Report from Representative Churchill,

Chairnan from tbe Committee on Rules, to which the

followkng Bills and Resolutions were referred, action taken

on November 2nd, 1995, reported the same back with the

following recommendation/s: 'do approve for consideration'.

Placed on the order of third reading, Senate Bill 5987 and

Senate Bill 908. Placed on the order of concurrence, House

Bill 1653. and clncur motion to Senate Anendment 41 to

House Bkl1 1653.1'

Speaker Daniels: ''Supplemental Calendar announcement.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Supplemental Calendar #1 is being distributed.f'

Speaker Daniels: ''House Bi11 Second Reading. House Bill 2416.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House Bill 2416. A Bill for an Act that amends

the election code. Second Reading of this House Bill.

Amendment was adopted in Committee. Floor Amendment 2

has been approved for consideration.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Hold it on Second Reading. House Bill 2517.

Read the Bill, Mr. Clerk.''

Clerk McLennand: ''House 3i1l 2517. A Bill for an Act to provide

for conmunity nokification of the release of certain sex
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offenders. Second Reading of this House Bill. Amendment l

was adopted in Committee. Committee Amendnents 2, 3 and 5 !

have been referred to rules. Committee Amendment 4

referred to subcommittee. Floor Amendments 6,7, and 8 have

been referred to rules. A fiscal note, correctional budget

and impact note, judicial note and home rule note have been

requesEed on the Bi11 'as amended' and they have been

f iled. '' i
!

Speaker Daniels: ''Third Reading. Amendatory veto motions, House

Bill 2465, Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. In reference to House Bill

2465: I would move to accept the Governor's specific

recommendations for change in House Bill 2465. The

original Bill had called for an appointment of a committee

for the purpose of create a task force that shall report to

the Governor and the General Assembly. I'm sorry, Mr.

IS
peaker. The welfare reform task force was created to

study and develop proposals for the program to replace the

':': current. AFDC' program which! is due. . to expire . on. December

31st of 1998. The subject of tbe amendatory veto is tbe j
;

makeup of that committee. The original conmittee would r

have had tWo members appointed by the Speaker, two by the
I

President of the Senate, and one by each of the Minority

leaders and three by the Governor. The governor asked for

a little nore public input. He wanted six of the members

to be appointed by the Governor and I think that more
!
Ipublic input on such a serious issue as replacing the
I
Icurrent AFDC program is in order and I move to accept the

Governor ' s specif ic recommendations f or change . ''

Speaker Daniels : ''Representative Granberg.''

Granberg : S'Thank you . Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Daniels : ''He indicates he Will. ''
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Granberg: ''Representative Stephens , if I understand you

correctly, under the previous legislaEion that was passed

and sent' ko the Governor , that there were , I believe , three

appointments that the Governor would have . Is that

correct?''

Speaker Daniels : ''Representative Stephens . ''

Stephens : ''That is correct . ''

Speaker Daniels : ''Representative Granberg . ''

Granberg : ''And now We ' re going to increase that number f rom three

to six . Is that correct?''

Speaker Daniels : ''Representative Stephens .''

Stephens : ''That is correct y also.''

Speaker Daniels : l'Represenkative Granberg . 91

Granberg : ''Are there any restrictions on whom the Governor might

appoint e.o serve on this Body? ''

Speaker Daniels : 'IRepresentative Stephens .''

Skephens : I'Only that they will be gubernatorial appointments . ''

Speaker Daniels : ''Representative Granberg . ''

Granberg : ''Well , I understood the reason f or the original Bill,

Representative Stephens . In fact y I supported you in that ,

but I don ' t understand Why the Governor should have total

control over the appointments . Wi th no prerequisi tes or

conditions f or whom he might appoint , hypothetically , he

could appoint direckors . He could appoint his cabinets .

Are there no limitations on Who he might appoint to serve

on this Body? ''

Speaker Daniels : ''Representative Stephens . ''

Stephens : 'dl'he Governor has given no indication of who his

specif ic appointments are gokng to be and your comment

about total control is incorrect . 11

Speaker Daniels : ''Representative Granberg . ''

Granberg : ''Are there any qualif ications f or whom might sit on
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ithis Body?'' 
1' 
jSpeaker Daniels: ''Representative Stephens

.
''

I
Stephens: ''In the original legislakion or in the amendatory

vetoed form, there Were no specific requirements.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Represenkative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''I'n sorry, Representative Stephens, I couldn't hear

what you had said, Sir.''

Speaker Dankels: g'Representative Stephens.n

Stephens: ''The answer to your question was no.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Represenkative Granberg.''

Granberg: ''That helped. Thanks. So there are no qualkfkcatkons
l

that are deemed by the Amendatory veto so the Governor can I
Iappoint Whomever he Wants, wherever they want and we just i
!

expand the Governor's appointment powers with no 1
h

qualifications for anybody who Will sit on this Welfare

Reform Task Force. There are no qualifications, no

expertise qualifications, no practical experience

qualifications, no qualifications whatsoevere''

. n - spegker Daniels: .''Representative. Stephens.d'. ' ' - '

Stephens : ''Mr . Speaker , We ' re talking about the Governor of the

state of Illinois . For the Gentleman to imply that he ' s

going to appoint unqualif ied people is sheer political

demagoquery . I 'm insulted by his remarks and I move f or

acceptance of the amendatory veto . '9

Speaker Daniels : ''Representative Granberg , would you care to

address the Bi1l?''

Granberg : ''Thank you, Mr . Speaker . I certainly Would not Want to

insult the Gentleman. I can ' t imagine the Governor would

ever make a bad appointnent to any board in this state . My

gosh, certainly that has never happened. Every

qualif ication has always been 17et . Cvery person sitting on

every board in this state has been extremely qualif ied .

. 5
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They fve been outstanding individuals. All of these people

involved in government because that's why we don 't need to

have any qualifications because the Governor's going to

appoint whoever he wants. With no input from this Body, no

input from the public sector, wedre just gonna say,

Governor, you appoint them. We krust you. We think you 're

great. We don't need any qualifications. We don't need

any expertise. Just go ahead and do it. This Gentleman

!has more appointment powers since Huey Long
. NoW if we j

want to go into demagoguery, why don't we just absurd do
ith

ese khings. Why don't we just quit from this Body and

1et the Governor 1et the executive branch take over?
I

That's what we're doing. We're not asserting our roles,

individuals in this Chamber and I think that's demagoguery

because We are not flowing through on What wedre supposed

to do. We are elected officials. We lre supposed to assune

that position and not just carte blanchez give the

executive everything he wants to dog Representative. I

.. - . . v ahave. no nqualms. with .what... you 're trying to do: but I'm

getting a little sick and tired of ' us ' just allowing the

executive to do whatever they want to do without input from

our constituents and I think it's time Ne said no. It's

time we asserted ourselves. It's time we assert our role

as Legislators, as Members of this House. As Members of !

the House who represent the people, supposedly, and not

just the Governor of this state. We have a duty to our

Representatives and I think it's about time we started to

asserk ourselves.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: S'Yes, will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels : ''He indicates he will . ''

Hartke : ''Representative Stephens , in the original Legislation, I
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don't think we set out on who Would serve as Chairman, but

*he Chairman would be elected. Is that correctz from the

appointees?''

Speaker Daniels: 'fRepresentative Stephens.''

Gtephens: ''Excuse me . In the original there was no designation

of who the Chairperson would be. In the amendatory veEo,

one of the Governor's appointees will be the Chair. It

doesn't say which one and as to the other remarks about the

legislative input, I would remind the Body that half of the

Members of this task force Will be appointed by *he

Legistature: tWo by the Speaker, two by the President, one

by each of the Minority leaders, six by the Governor and as

far as I'm concerned, this makes good sense. It's a solid

proposal and I think the Governor's correct.''

Speaker Daniels: 'fRepresentative Harkkea''

Hartke: HYes, I had a difficult time hearing a11 your response,

but I think you said that in the original Legislation, the

General Assembly had nothing to say about who the Chairman

was, bu* vith the change noW presenEed in the amendatory

vetoy the Governor would appoint the Chairman'i.from- his

appointees. Is that correct?''

Speaker Daniels: 'fRepresentative Stephens.''

Stephens: I'I'm sorry, I didn't hear the question.''

Speaker Daniels: R'Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''Yesy Mr. Speaker, a little noisy here in the Chamber.

I'm having trouble hearing him and hels having trouble

hearing me.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Would the Gentleman around Representative

Hartke on the Democrat side on the aisle, please hold down

your discussion?. On the Republican side of the aisle ,

please give khe attention to Representative Hartke?''

Hartke: ttLet me rephrase that question, Representative Stephens .
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Under the original Legislation, we did not designate Who I

the Chairman of the committee, the task force Would be. Is

that cozzect?'f

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: ''That is correct and in the amendatory veto, the
I

Governor's amendatory veto says that the Members shall be

appointed by the Governor, those sixg and one of them will

serve as the Chair of the Welfare Reform Task Force. I
I

think that's very much in order.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''And so the original qualifications also have been

eliminated and I know that Ehe Governor will do his besk to

create a task force of those individuals who can give him i
!

1sound advice . I have no problem with that because if I

were in his shoes, I would want to have a group of

individuals who would give me sound advice for...to develop

a program with sound public policy. However, I think that 1

When he appoints and has the majority of khe Members
;'. appointed' by himp' he is somevhat adding to the Legislative

intent by saying I want the authoritye I want the right to

appoint my chairman. We set it up to give him that

expertise in allowing him his appokntee ks the Department

of Public Aid and the wisdom in collective advice of the

General Assembly to the original leqislation was to appoinE

one of those Members as the director of Public Aid. That

is noW taken out and I don't know, but I Would think that

was the intent of our Legislation so I think Ehat the

Governor in his amendatory veto is gotng beyond his

authority by addkng to this Legislatkon. I think that the
I
Iamendatory veto constitutional question is that he should 

,

has a right to reduce or to correct , but not to add and

think that he is adding to the Legislation in this

8
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instance. Would you agree With that?''

Speaker Daniels : HRepresentative Stephens . 'f

Stephens : $1No, I couldn ' t agree to the entirety of your comments

because f irst of a11 you suggested that the Governor had

the majority of appointments . He has six . Legislative

Body has six . So, no, I do not agree . dl

Speaker Daniels : ''Representative Hartke . ''

llartke : 'gBut he is addàng to the intent by adding more Members to

that Body, is that not r ight? ''

Speaker Daniels : ''Your time has expired, Representative Stephens .

Would you answer that question, please?''

Stephens : ''The intent of the Legislation was to create a task

force . The Governor has used his wisdom to make sure that

task force represents a broad spectrum at hës discretion

and thak adds to the appointments the you , Mr . Speaker z

will nake and the President of the Senate and the Minority

leaders of bokh bodies . I think that this task f orce in

this f orm will best serve the public . ''

Speaker Daniels : ''Representative Deuchler . f'

Deuchler : 1'Will the Sponsor yield f or a question?''

speaker Daniels : ''He indicates he Will . ''

Deuchler : ''Representative Stephens y in seeing your Bill

yesterday, Representative Clayton and I did sign on as you

can now see on the board With great interest in what you

are trying to achieve here . I 'm Wondering and great

concern, of course, that the Welf are Task Force operate

with good prograns . Of course, with the changes in

Washington, we know that there may be some questions and

problems , but a great opportunity exists as well and I

certainly want to commend you f or moving f orward with this

Legislation and *he amendatory veto acceptance . Do you

envision this Task Force as working with the

9
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Inter-Governmental Commission which is the block grant

mechanism for Ehe Legislature. Will these tWo groups be

working together to develop these proposals?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: ''Representative, the purpose of the Task Force is to

deal with the kssue oc Ehe expirakion of the Aid To

Families With Dependent Children as we currently know it.

Whatever body, committee, task force or other group that

has interest, I'm sure that this Task Force will inkeract

with all of the above. This Legislation Was necessary as a

result of one of the most significant pieces of Legislation

we passed in the last General Assembly and *hat was khe

reform of the Welfare Systen and specifically, APDC, as we

know it. The significance of this Task Force should not be

overlooked. There's nothing that will leave no stone

overturned and khey will report back to us and that will

just be report and then it will be up to this Body and the

Senate working with the Governor to create a new idea abouk

the way welfare. works. in .lllinois. So, yes, they will work

wkth the body tbat you referred to and all others.l'

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Deuchler.''

Deuchler: 'êlust a further clarification on that point. The

Inter-Governmental Commission is a legislative body that

has been directed in the statutes to be a conduit on block

grants. So, I was pleased to hear you say that they would

be working together With the Task Porce, the Welfare Task

Porces to develop these, no doubt, legislative proposals.

Aïe there proposals now that you have developed?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Stephens.''

Stephens: '1No.*

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Deuchler.''

Deuchler: ''I just stand in support of this Legkslatkon.''

I
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Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Cross. Represenkative Klinqler, 
,

did you have your light on, Madam? Representative Dartm''
;

Dart: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I have a Parlianentary Inquiry.

Based on the recent Constitutional Supreme Court cases, is

this gonna take 71 vokes?l'

Speaker Daniels: 1'No, itdll take 60.19

Dart: ''In the Mulliqan case, this is only gonna Eake 60 votes?f'

Speaker Daniels: ''Yes, Sir.''

Dartl HThank you.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Further discussion? Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I move the previous question.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The question is: 'Shall the main question be

put?' All in favor say 'aye '; opposed 'no'. The 'ayes'

have ik. Representative Stephens now moves that the House

adopt the Governor's specific recommendations for change to

House Bill 2465. Al1 those in favor signify by voting

'aye'; opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open. This

is final action. Have all voted Who wish? Have al1 voted

who Wish?. Have a11 voted who wish7. Havp all voted who

wish? The Clerk will take the record. ' On this Motion,

there are 74 'aye', an extraordinary majority, 42 'nol and '

none voting 'present'. And this Motion, having received an

extraordinary majority, the Motion passes and the House

accepts the Governor's specific recommendation for change

regarding House Bill 2465. Order cf Conference Committee

Reports, Senate Bill 293, Representative Krauge.''

Krause: ''Thank youg Mr. Speaker. I'd like to at this time

present the Conference Committee Report to Senate Bill 293.

As the House Will recall the underlying Bill 293 was passed

out of the Hea1th Care Commitkee in spring as well as on

the House Floor by a vote of 97 fyes'y 4 'nces ' and 13

fpresents'. lThis Bi11, the underlying Bill, creates the

11
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Menkal Health Treakment Preference Declaration Act, that 1

permits an individual to name an attorney in facE while

Ithey' are competent to make decisions: preferences and I

instructions relative to mental health treatment. In

addition, the Conference Committee now coming from the

Senate incorporates four Senate Bills: two of Which are

Department of Mental Health Agency Legislation, one being

Senate :il1 388, which allows registered nurses and

physicians to be hired by the Department without certain

evaluation procedures, altows the Chester Forenskc Facility

to combine persons to their rooms for up to ten hours a day

under certain conditions. In addition, Senate Bill 816

provides that upon written request from a State's Attorney,

the director of a mental health facility will notify the

official regarding khe release of a named patient. In

addition, Senate Bill 1048 is incorporated. This is an

agreed Bill by the Department as well as Representatives

from courts and state's attorneys offices to provide and to

clarify circumstances under Which involuntary

administration of psychotrophic medication will be.ailowed

for adults and fourth, Senate Bill 596 provides that is a

child betgeen 12 and 18 refuses to allow access ta certain

nental health records, a parent or a guardian may obtain

access to information, diagnosks, and treatment if the

therapis: does not find a compelling reason to deny access.

That is now what is incorporated in the Conference

Committee report to Senate Bill 293 and I will ask the

House for approval.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Any discussion? Representative Schakowskyolî

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''She indicates she wi11.H .

Schakowsky: ''Can you explain to me how this Conference Report, is

12
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this different from other versions that we voted on?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Represenkative Krauseo''

Krause: ''We did, as you know, vote on khe underlying Bill 293

that was adopted. On the other Legislation, some of it, if

I recall rightr did not qet presented on the House Floor.

These other items that are included now in the Conference

Committee, they obviously were voted on in the Senate.
I

They were not here in Ehe House.''

I ISpeaker Daniels: 'Representative Schakowsky e''

Schakowsky: ''The Bill changes the nane of the Meyer Mental Health

and Developmental Center in Decatur. Isnlt that facility

closing and if so, why aren't we just simply deleting any

reference to that facility altogekher?'' i

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Krause.''

Krause: î'It is not closed as yet.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Wel1, they haven't stopped accepting patients. The j
Bill repeals the requirement for the Deparkment of Mental

' Hea1th and Developmental Disabilities to establish area

service councils that are to facilitate communication

between providers and the agency, but ny understanding is
l

thak under the neW director that she is noW proceeding With 'j

a reorganization plan to establish new community service

netWorks. Why are We dismantling one set of bureaucracies,
i

if you will, simply to create a new?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Krause.''

Krause: ''Those new networks would be done administratively is

what staff advises me.'' '
!

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: 'fAre we not defining, We 're gonna redefine them by

statute, is that not the case?'' i

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Krause.''

13
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Krause: ''I think these are different than What you are referring

to as far as the area councils, is what I am being

advîsed.'' I

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: 'lls there any opposition to this Legtslation, this

Conference Committee Report?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representakive Krause.''

Krause: HAs I recall at *he Committee Hearing, there was

opposition to the underlying 3il1. The underlying Bill of

293 was opposed by Equip for Equality, the Hospitals

Association and I believe now, a committee of the State

Bar, I've been notified by staff.f'

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Could you explain the opposition, partkcularly that

of the Bar Association?''

Speaker Dankels: ''Representative Krause.'l

Krause: ''My underskanding of the Bar Association, Ilve not

received any communications from them and so I am going to

qo on Ehe basis that their opposition or the committee

because previously when the Bill was subnitted in Committee

and that :il1 has not changed, they had nok expressed an

opposition, but my understanding is that their opposition

is based on that item that khe power oc attorney becomes

irrevocable is my understanding and that to revoke it

requires, while competent, one physician. If I am clear,

that's my understanding, Representative. I've not received

anything from them .''

Speaker Danlels: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Can you explain the immunity provisions that are in

the Bill and really Why it's necessary?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Krause.''

Krause: ''There 's immunity provisions both as they retate to the

14
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principal, the attorney in fact and then there are

provtsions in here as they relate to the physiclan, but

their immunity's only based on good faith as well as, I

think, the standards of reasonableness and I think that is

run through in a number of other statutes thak you find. I

It is not an immunity from gross negligence. It is not an

immunity of a waivez. It is merely to say again that ...n

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Krause, can you bring your

answer to a closer please?''

Krause: ''Bokh that the principle if acting in good faith, that

there's not an action against the attorney in fact and that

the physician is acting in qood faith and standards oc

reasonableness as to their conduct in their profession,

Ehey are not.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart.f'

Dart: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Ghe indicates she wi1l.''

Dart: ''Thank you. Representative, I have a couple of questions.

Initiallyy- I want to'. ... . provisions of this- .deal with

state's attorneys being notjfied about the discharge of

people from mental institutions. Can you explain to me the

genesis behknd this and What was the need for this?''

Speaker Daniels: uRepresentative Krause.''

Krause: ''It was a requesk by the state's attorneys. The Cook

County State's Attorney initiated that request.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The major changes I see from reading this is it

changes from permissive to a mandate on these directors.

The state's attorney of, I believe the Cook County State's

Attorney was a proponent of this. Do we have an idea of

the number of people that are now gonna be, they 're gonna

have to be informed of?'f

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Krause.''
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Krause: ''No, we do not have a number. The staff does not.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dark.''

Dart: ''We11, I mean do We even have a ball park of just of how .

many people cause this could be quite a burden on numerous

1individuals here because now a11 of a sudden welre takinq

them from a permissive state skatus to where it's going to

be mandated that theregs gonna have to be this knfarmation

spread to the state's attorneys. Do they have the

capability because When I Was there I don't know how

exackly they would be able to take in this information and

do anything with it, frankly. What is it that they have

said that they dre going to be able to do With this

information?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Krause.'' '

Erause: ''I think both the department and the stake's attorney fs

office thenselves clearly in looking at this believe that

they have the capability to do it since the Cook County

State's Attorney office itself initiated the request: I am

sure that they looked into their going forth on this.''

Speaker Dankels: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Thank you, Representative. In another vein here, I Was

reading through the information dealing with the Preference

Declaratkon Act and the chanqes involved in that.

Apparently from the changes that are being made now, youdre

setkinq up a scheme where khere is no mechanism whatsoever

available for an individual who once has thelr power of

attorney in fact given, they cannot revoke that at anytime.

Is that not correck?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Krause.''

Krause: ''That is correct. It's irrevocable once it is signed,

buk there's been no changes made in that, Representativeg

since it was presented on the House Ploor initially on
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that, but I think it ks important to remember that this is

as you know is a voluntary declaration that the person upon

signing it initially is aware of everything that is in
I

there and I think that as he reviews it, if there is any

concern, it's lkke a power of attorney for health care. I

don't think someone's going to enter into it. It is

voluntary upon signing it.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Thank you. I would intend to agree with youy

Representative, Ehat ay it Would be voluntary at leastr

initially, and also I agree with you that by and large, I

would imagine that in ninety some percent of the cases

wetre talking here that the people Who are getting this

power of attorney in fact are gonna be doing the right

thing for the right reasons. Howeverg this is opposed by

the Guardianship and Advocacy Commission, the Bar

Association and the Illinois Hospital and Health SysEem

Association and I believe a 1ot of their concern is based

- . on'rnthel-vfact .' that': there'are pepple out there and I think

we'd be lying if we didn't say it, there are people out

there who should look at some of these individuals as

burdens and would prefer to have them put in a state where

Ehey're just basically not a problem to anybody. That

being the case: when you have a situation like this khat

cannot be revoked in anywayf does that not pose problems

both naybe constltutional problems, but also just problems

in fact on hoW it's gonna be worked?''

Y i Z è* 21.1 Se * '' @Speaker Daniels: Representat ve

Krauset ''No, I do not believe that it does. I think whaE this

Legislation has been looked and studied, as you knoW, for

two years it has been around. I khink there's been a 1ot

of input. I think it is khe righk step ko go forth in a
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more unique type of area of mental health and I think the

' individuals kho have looked at this are very concerned that

they can have periods where they may be disabled and what

occurs is if khey did not have this, they are not going to

take their medication. What this does is to have the

prkncipal or aqent of someone Who does know their condition

and who will then under the situatlon be sure and require

khat they take the medication or the other treatment that

they put in here.''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Krause, did you finish? Purther

discussion of the Bi11? Being none, Representative Krause

to close.''

Erause: ''Thank you very muche Mr. Speaker, and at this time I ask

for approval for Conference Committee Report #1.11

Speaker Daniels: ''The question is, 'Shall the House adopt

Conference Conmitkee Report 41 to Senate Bill 293?1 A1l

those in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by voting

'nay'. The voting is open. Have al1 voted who wish? This

is final action. Have all voted who Wish? Have al1 voted

who wish? Take the record, Mr. Clerk. On this question,

there are 1l4 'ayes'; none voting 'no' and the House does

adopk Conference Committee Report #1 to Senate Bill 293.

hnG this Bk1:, havkn: received Constitutional Majority, is

hereby declared passed. Resolutions HJR43, Representative

Cross.''

Cross: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. About a year agor this General

Assembly passed a Resolution creating a Legislative

Committee and Task Porce to exanine the Juvenile Court Act .

That Committee has been meeting the past year. We have not

concluded our work and on the request of that Committee

that we extend the life of that Committee another year.

It's currently to expire the end of this year. The
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Chakrmaa of that Committee as Well as the Whole Committee

would like some additional time and that's the basis for

this Resolukion and I'd appreciate a favorable vote.''

Speaker Daniels: 'lAny discussion? Being no discussion, the

question is, 'Shall House Joint Resolution 43 be adopted?'

A1l those in favor signify by voting 'aye'; opposed by

voting 'no'. The voking is open. Have all voted who wish?

Have all voted who wish? Have a1l voted who wish? Take

the record, Mr. Clerk. This question, there are 1l5 'aye',

none voting 'no', l voting 'present'. And this Resolutiony

having received Majority vote, is hereby declared adcpted.

Senate Joint Resolution 36, Representative Kubik.

Representative LaWfer, excuse me, Representative Lawfer.

Excuse me# Representative Lawfer. Ladies and Gentlemen of

the House, we're joined by Rochester High School of

Rochester, Illinois fron the 99th Legislative District,

Senior High Governnentîs class. Welcome to Springfield.

Representative Poe represents their area. Senake Joint

Resolution 36, Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I would like to present Senate Joint Resolution 36.

This is a Resolution that was passed out of the Senate

without any descending votes and urges the creation of a
!

Building Task Force ko study the consolidation and 1

simplification of building codes, standards, and

requirements and in return, make recommendations to the

Governor and the General Assembly by Augusk 1st, 1996.

Currently, the state of Illinois has over eighky Rules and

Regulations that need to codified so that we can simplify

building codes and in effect, reduce the cost of housing.

I think this would be a good step not only in reducing the

cost of commercial buildings, but also residential housing.
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I would be glad to answer any questions that anybcdy has in

this regard.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Represenkative Johnson in the Chair. The

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Laurino.

Representative Laurino.''

Laurino: ''Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House, IId

like to take a moment of your time to let you know that Ne

are graced this morning with the presence of former State

Representakive Pam Munizzi and former State Senator Pam

Munizzi. She's standing right to my rear.l'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Representative Laurino .

Further comments on the Resolution? The Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Lang. Give RepresenEative Lang your

atteneion.''

Lang: ''Thank youy Mr. Speaker. It's a pleasure to have someone

in the Chair who 's concerned about someone paying attention

to what I have to say. Thank you very much.''

Speaker Johnsong Tim: ''We always pay attention to what you have

to sayy Representative Lang, prcceed.''

Lang: HWell, khank you. Will the Sponsor yield?.''. '.''' :1:. tia'

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''He indicates he will.''

Lang: ''Thank you. Representativeg I was listening, honesk I was .

I have no idea What you saidp have no kdea what you meant:

have no idea what this Resolution is about, have no idea

why youdre the Sponsor. Can yo? answer any of these

questions for me?''

Speaker Johnsone Tim: f'Proceed. Representative Lawfer.
''

Lawfer: ''Well that Was a Whole series of questions, but let me

start again from the top. This is a Task Force to study

the consolidation and simplification of the building codes,

standards and requirenents. We have over sixty sets of

state statutes, regulations, all of which deal with
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building: whether it be residential, commercial. This Task

!Force Would Work together to simplify these so that they

could be codified so that it Would cut down on the cost.

Not only would this help in commercial costs, but it also

would help in reducing the cost of residential housing.

It's estimated Ehat nationwide, unnecessary rules and

regulation raise the cost of housing about 30 to 35% and

for every thousand dollars a cost for residential house '

puts twenty-one thousand people out of the potential 1
. I

Ihousinq market. This is good for not only reducing kax 1
money to build commercial buildings, but also makes housing !

E

more affordable.'î

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Further questtonsrRepresentative Lang?n '
i

tang: 'tThank you, so this is sort of what We might call a common '

sense day for state buildings. Is that what we 'd call
l
!this?l'

Speaker Johnsong Tin: ''Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''I would not disagree.''

Speaker Johnsone Timn ''Reprepentative-Lang.''

Lang: î'Wedre certainly all interested in common sense on this

side of the aisle. Let me ask you this question, Who's

responsible for the naintenance and construction of these

state buildings now?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : HRepresentative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''I think a lot of that is the Capitol Development Board.
;

I'm not sure that a1l of it is by that, but a majority of

it is by the Capitol Development Board.''

Speaker Johnsone Tim: 'lRepresentative Lang, I didn't turn the

timez on.''

Lang: ''I couldn't hear the answer, I'm sorry. Could we gek some

peace and quiet in here, Speaker?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''That's a good suggestion. If We could
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give Representative Lang and Lawfer your attention so We

can consider this Resolution and everybody understand What

the parameters of it are Would be appreciated, so

Representative Lang proceed.''

Lang : '1Wel1, I'm gonna ask the same question 'cause I didn't hear

the answer. You want to save this money by having Ehis

Task Force take a look at al1 this ''morassive'l rules and

regulations. Regarding the maintenance and expense at

state buildinqs, who's responsible for this today?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative Lawfer.d'

Lawfer: ''A 1ot of this responsibility does rest With the Capitol

Development Board and they would be part of this Task

Forceo''

Speaker Johnsony Tim: ''Representative Lang, further questions?''

Lang: ''Why don't We just ask the Capitol Development Board then

to do their work? Why do we need to create a Task Force to

do this? You own property, Sir, you don 't need a Task

Force to determine how to handle your property and maintain

. .your property. . Why should the State of Illinois need to do

that?l'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''Many of these codes, of course, cover public buildings

that the Capitol Development Board covers, but on the other

hand, we're talking about privake buildingsr residenkial

buildings, so this Would be not only to codify the rules

and regulations for munlcipal buildings or government

buildings, commercial buildings, but also private lndustry.
i

The home builders are very much interested in this and to i

ny knowledge, they have a1l endorsed this Resolution.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''So you Want to have a state Task Force to discuss What

ought to be done with private buildings that are owned by
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private individuals?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''We're dealing With the code here, not with private

builders. We're dealing With the code that the private

builders have to Work under, the state code.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''And we have no organized body within the State of Illinois

now to review these code regulations?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative LaWfer.''

Lawfer: ''No, We dondt, not to do what we Want to do With this

Resolutionp''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lang .''

Lang: ''Who created these codes?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''A lot of these codes were drafted by various industry

groups and then moved into statute. Sone of it was . . .
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : HYour time has expired but 1'11 qive you

both another minute. Go ahead. Representative, complete

yOu r res#onse , Repr esentat i Ve. l LaWf e r k !-1 è : ) ..- .i - k => :. ..! . .: . -

Lawfez) ''A 1ot of this was formed together by different trade

groups, the plunbers, the electricians, piece meal put i
!

together some codes. The purpose of the Task Force here l
!

would be to look at the codes ko see how they fit together

and to make then more uniform so that people could comply k

with them and then there again, lowering the cost.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lang for a final question.''

Lang: HWhy don'k we just kurn this over to Representative

Rutherford's common sense group? If it doesn't make sense

to have this ''morassive'' tegulation, why don't you just let :

the Representative deal with it? Why do we need a new Task
I

11 IForce?
I

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''ïou have nine seconds, Representative 
I
I
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Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''I think that this Task Force Would have the expertise Eo

do a lot of that and could do it much quicker.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: MThe Chakr recognizes the Gentleman from

Cook, Representative Wennlund. Representative Wennlund,

What purpose do you rise?''

Wennlund: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1 rise in support of thks

Resolution and I Want to explain the reason for it.

Currently, these building codes that noW are administered

by twelve different state agencies with over sixty sets of

different building codes which make it impossible for

builders in Illinois of residential housing or any other

Eype of commercial or industrkal buildings to effectively l

comply with the law. What's happened over *he years is al1

of ehese twelve different aqencies have come up with their

oWn sets of regulations dealing with the construction

industry. They are so impossible to find in the statutes

and in the regulations that exist and to put them all in I
I

- one place and' to simplify them so that al1 builders and the 1
1building public in Illinoi

s and home buyers will know' that I

their homes were constructed in accordance with the codes

that make sense, that are not conflicting and that are easy

to find. That's why I rise in support of this. Virtually

every conskruction industry and every union supports this

Resolution because they have ko deal With it on a day to

day basis and they can't find the laW because it's split up

and adninistered by twelve different state agencies.

That's ridiculous. What it takes is the reason this Task

Force is necessary is because it takes expertise in

understanding the Plumbing Code for instance. This has

nothing to do with Representative Rutherford's

simplification process or repealing outdated laws. This
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has to do With simplifying and codifying laws to protect

Ehe public in Illinois, to protect the consumer, to protect

the home builder so that all builders will know in deed

what the law is with respect to building codes in Illinois.

If you've ever looked at the Plumbing Codeg it's almosk

impossible to figure out because part of it's enforced by

the EPA, part of it's enforced by the Department of Public

Health and another part of it, believe it or not, is

enforced by DNR. This Resolution and Ehis Task Force will

simplify that entire process and this is a

consumer-oriented Bill Resolution because it will make it

easier for builders to comply With the codes and Wedll know

that the consumers are protected. I rise in support of it

and ask for your 'aye ' vote.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Representative. The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : nThe Sponsor indicates he'll yield.''

Dart: ''Well, Representattve, I'm a little mystified by this that

the whole purpose is to simplify this. Wedve been talking

about hoW there's twelve agencies that Why is it that we

need a Task Force to do this? Wouldn't ik be simpler in

line with this uhole simplified thing to have the twelve

agencies come together in Ehemselves to Eake care of this

because we dre a11 interested in simplifying this. It seems

like, you know as I said, wedre talking about common sense,

we ough: to have a day for tbe nonsense around here because

it seems to be six and one half dozen of the other. Why is

it we need this Task Force? Why can 't these twelve

agencies Who have created this mess supposedly, sit down

and figure ouk where theydre overrunning and when there's

duplication and the like? Why is it anoEher of our many,
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many task force is gonna have to be created?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: I'Is that a questione Representative.'l

Dart: ''Yes, it was.''

Speaker Johnson, Timr: ''In response, Representative Lawfer. Give
1.

Representative Lawfer your attentiono''

Lavfer: f'Representative Dart, there's more than just the agencies

involved in here. Youbre dealing now with not only the

agencies, but al1 the industries, the different agencies,

whether they be electrical, plumbingg insulation, so wedre

dealing With industries here in the building arena, not

just the aqencies that are part of the Code. So welre

dealing here with not only agencies, but private industry

and they're all part of the Task Force.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Further questions, Representative Dartg'l

Dart: ''Doesn't that make common sense that these private agencies

would already have removed from their codes the

requirements and ordinances that are no longer effective

and actually get in the way? I mean are these people so

dumb that they can't do it themselves so they have all

these things on the books that confuse themselves?ld

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative LaWfer.''

Lawfer: ''Thak would be an ideal way if we didn't realize that

this Ehing has been built up piece meal over a period of

time and so this would be a coordinated approach to cut

through, get away from *he so called splinters that have

developed during thls segment of rule maklng and statutes

over a long period of yearso''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''It just seems to me, Representative, these people Would be

in the best place to determine which ones would be and

which ones would not be the ones that are working and that,

you know, *he Task Force, a11 good and fine, but as I said,
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it kould seen to me that they would be in the best position

to know which ones dondt Work and that over the course of

the years as these piece meal ones have been going onr just

like they've been adding things, they can subtract them
I

just as easily as Well. Why is it they can't do it just

like they by piece Meal, add a couple? Why can 't they .
!

piece meal remove a couple, too?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: ''I think this Task Force would review that so that we
I

Would know which ones needed to be removed and by a i
;

thorough discussion of a11 the regulations and that there

Would be no favorite or a favored party involved in here to

look at *he broad approach and it would be more efficient

this way.ld

Speaker Johnson, Tin: HRepresentative Dart.''

Dart: ''Are there gonna bey *he people on the Task Force, are they

gonna be compensated in anyway per diem, travel expenses or

anything like that?''

Speaker Johnsony Tim: l'Representative Lawferq''

Lawfer: d'The Task Force members will not be given any money, I
I

however there Will be adninistrative costs for this.''

Speaker Johnsonr Tim: HProceedo''

Dart: HWhat will be the administrative cost?d'

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Representative Lawferp'd

Lawfer: ''It will be minor clerical work.'î

Speaker Johnson, T1m: ''Representative Dart.'l

Dart: HDo we have a ball park figure on this one?'l

Speaker Johnson, Tim : î'Representakive Lawferw''

Lawfer: '11* will be minimal clerical work.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : î'Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''Can you define minimal?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lawfer.''
1
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Lawfer: HIt would just be the amount that's needed to put the

report together.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : l'Representative Dart.''

Dart: ''You got ne there. NoW is there a deadline by when khis

Task Force is gonna come back with this report and is this

something where we're gonna have a Minority and Majority

report from this or is it your understanding that all of

these groups are gonna be in complete agreement with the

report from the Task Force?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lawfer.''

Lawfer: 1'I do not anticipate a Minority, Majority report because

the Task Force Will consist of two House Members, one

chosen by the Speaker, the other by the House Minority

Leader. Therefll be two Senate Members, one chosen by the

President and the other by the Senate Minority Leader and !

that is required and those recommendations are needed to

the Governor and the General Assembly by August l of 1996.91

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HRepresentative Dart, you have ten

' ' Seconds '' '

Dart: l'So theredll be back by August l with a report that

everybody will be in agreement with, that's your

understanding?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lawfer, you have no time.

The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Cook,

Representative Kubik.''

Kubik: HThank youp Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House' I obviously rise in support of this Resolution.

I've heard scme discussion about perhaps we shouldn't have

task forces and in particular I noticed on the Calendar,

HJR28, which creates a commission to review some other 
.

aspects of the law. What this Task Force is trying to do

is to review in a comprehensive Way *he building codes in
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Illinois. 1* has Representatives not only from the skate,

but from the construction industry, from architects, from

unions, and all of these people will get tog#ther and come

up With a unified code which makes a lot of sense. If

you're moving around the state and youdve got a11 of these

various different types of rules and regulations, it's

very, very tough to follow. So what We're trying to say is

that there ought to be a unified code, an undersEandable

code so that we don't, you know you don't because you're in

one part of the state have to abide by one set of rules and

then in another part of the state abide by another set of

rules. Ik doesn't make any sense so the idea 's to try to

come up with some resolution amongst the people Who

actually have to live With this code so wedre going to put :

people in the construction industry there and people Who

regulate the code and I think lt's an excellent idea. 1*

allows the people who use the code and have to abide by the

code input into making thLs a much, much more sinple and

easy to use code. So I Would urge your support and I think

that this is an excellent idea. Therels a long list of

people who are proponents of this and they range anywhere

fron architects to construction engineers to the insurance

industry, the home builders, mechanical subcontractorsr the

Illinois Municipal League, a1l of these groups have come

together to support this concept so I urge your support of

this Resolution.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Representakive. If the Chair

could announce the presence of students from Danville High

School and their instructor, Tonya Wheelen, in the gallery.

These students and teachers are the guests of

Representative Bill Black. No one else is seeking

recognktkon, the Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Jo
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Davies: Representative Lawfer to close.''

Lawfer: 'fThank you, Mr. Speaker. I believe that Representative

Kubik's remarks are what's necessary for closing and with

khat I would ask for a favorable vote on Senate Joint

Resolution #36. Thank you.''

Speaker Johnson, Timk I'The question is: îshall Senate Joint

Resolution 36 pass?' Those in favor vote 'ayeî; those

opposed vote 'no'. The voting is open. Have al1 voted who

Wish? Have all voted who Wish? Have a11 voted Who wish?

Kr. Clerk, take the record. On this question, there are

ll6 voting 'yes', none voting 'no' none voting 'present'.

And Senate Joint Resolution 36 passes. If we could just be

at ease for a noment. The Chair recognizes the Gentleman

from Rock Island, Representative Brunsvold.ll

Brunsvold: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'd like to make an

announcement regarding the Sportsman Caucus which our

hundred Member from *he House and Senate participate in a

week from Tuesday on the fourteenth, we'11 be having our

. third annual reception and auction at the Prairie Capitol

Convention Center in the Buddings room downstairs. This

year we're gonna have vehicles, a fish car from General

Motors, some boats from Ranger as Well as a shooting

training apparatus that Conservation now has purchased and

is using for training the youth on shooting. I'd like to

remind the Members that we'd like to see every Caucus

Member there and as far as that invite the rest of the

House Members ko aEEend the Sportsman Caucus on the

fourteenth Which vould be the Tuesday we come back When the

second week of Veto Sessiono''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Representative Brunsvold.l'

Brunsvold: l'I'm not done yet.f'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Froceed.''

!
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Brunsvold: ''I would also like to remind the Members We pay no

dues so khis is our fund raiser. We ask one thkng that you
I

go to a vendor in your districk and maybe ask for a gift

for the Sportsman Caucus thak We can use as prizes or to ;

auction off at the fund-raiser so if you would do that i

sonetime next Week and then :et it to ekther Senator Bob

Madigan's office or my office, we'll use that for our

fund-rakser auction so thank you very much. Thank you, Mr.

ISpeaker
, for allowing me to announce the Sportsman's Caucus

event on the fourteenth .''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Barbara Currie.

Representatkve Barbara Currie, with your active

participation in *he Sportsman Caucus, I thought perhaps

Iyou had a comment on that. Thank you. Proceeding now Eo

*he order of resolutions, proceed to the order on page 4 of

1the regular Calendar of HJR20, the Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Cookg Representative Pedersen.

lR
epresentative Pedersen, proceed.''

Pedersen: ''Thank you, Ladies and Gentlemen of the House and Mr.

Speaker. Eouse Joint Resolution 20 resolves that the State
i

!of Illinois claim sovereignty under the 10th Amendment to l
the Constitution of the United States that the Federal

Government should cease mandates that are beyond *he scope
!

Iof kts constktutionally delegated powers. There has been a

trend Ln this country for years where the Pederal !1
Governnent has been giving us all kind of mandates.'' I

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Just a moment. I1m having a difficult

time hearing you and I'm assuming others are as well. If

we could give Representative Pedersen your attention on

this Resolution. Proceed.'l

Pedersen: î'There has been eroding state powers. I think

throushout the country there's all kinds of lnterests in
t
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the state's standinq up and fighting back and this is just

a sense of that feeling that we should cease, that Ehe Feds

should cease their mandates and I would ask that you vote

'aye' on this Resolutiona''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''On the Resolutton: the Gentleman Erom

Cook, Representative Lang, proceedol'

Lang: ''Thank you. Will *he Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''He indicates he wi11.''

Lanq: ''Representative, what are you asking for is *he botton line !

of this Resolution that the Feds stop mandating anything to

us2''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Pedersen.'' I
' 

1Pedersen: î'Mandating khings that are beyond the scope of its
constitutionally delegaked powers.'î !

Speaker Johnson, Tin : MRepresentative Lang .î'

Lang: HSo does that mean you dre opposed to the Motor Voter :

Mandate?''

Speaker Johnson, Tin : l'Representative Pedersen.''

1 ' Pederseàk ''That's a' good example.p .. , ws .... . -- .. q= . ,.a .

Speaker Johnson, Tim : HRepresentative Lang.'' '' '' '' 's'

Lang: ''So when your Party has a proposal on the floor later today

or tomorrow or next weekr whenever it is ko deal with this, !

will you be voting no?''

Speaker Johnson: Tim : ''Representative Pederseno''

Pedersen: ''We'll have to see when the time comes.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representatlve Lang.''

Lang: ''Well, I assume youdll stlll be opposed Eo mandates then .

Are you gonna follow through on this philosophy when the '

time comes to vote on the issue of Motor Voter?

Representative Moore skttkng behknd you might be knterested

in knowing that, it's her Bi11.''

Speaker Johnsonz Tim: ''Representative Pedersen.''

I
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1'Well we al1 would. This is really a different IPedersen: ,

subject and it has nothing ko do with this Resolution.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: RRepresentative Lango''

Lang: HWhat kind of mandates are you referring to here?lî

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative Pedersen.lg

Pedersen: ''/ell, historically there have been four developments.

First: the Pederal Government has assumed powers reserved

to the states under the 10th Amendment. Second,

interprekations of the Commerce clause in effect authorize

federal preemption on any issue which has some connection

With the Interstate Commerce. Third, the Federal

Governnent has threatened to withholdg withdraw: or divert

federal funds to coerce conpliance With federal policies

and finallyg the skates have failed to challenge these

federal lntrusions. This is just the beginning of starting

to challenge what theyfre doing to us.''

Speaker Johngon, Tim: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: f'Thank you. As I recall, the Illinois Municipal League is

Working on a Constitutional Amendment in the area of

. mandates. Would that involve these kind of mandates or is

that only the mandates that we impose on local government?ll

Speaker John:on, Tim : ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: nWe11, that's another subject. I'm not Eamiliar with

what the Municigal League is doing.''

Speaker Johngon, Tim: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: t'I'm not sure what you said, Representative. Could I get

an explanation of your answer?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HRepresentative Pedersen in further

explanation.''

Pedersen: ''This is an Amendment dealing with the Feds and has

nokhing Eo do with what the Municipal League is trying to

do. Nebll take that up when the time cones.
's

i
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Speaker Johnsone Tin: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Does your Bill define which kind of mandates the Federal

Government might impose on the states and Which kind of

mandates it might not impose on the state?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Pedersenv''

Pedersen: ''It just says that the Federal Government should cease

mandates that are beyond the scope of its constitutionally

delegated powers.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative Lang.g'

Lang: 1'Well, how do we define that, Sir? It's your Resolution,

nok mine. You want ll7 others of us to join you in this

Resolution, but you don't tell us what the Resolution does.

What kind of mandates, Sir? Give us some examples of the

kinds of mandates thak should not be imposed on the states,

voting rights' mandates, taxation mandates. What kind of

mandates are you referring?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''Al1 weIre trying to do is put the Federal Government

'
. on nokice that they should stop doing this and when

somethkng comes up that Ke don't lkke then weîll deal %ith

it.''

Speaker Johnsone Tim: ''Representative Lang.'f

Lang: HWe11, what happens if they don't do this. Let's assume we

pass this today, Representative, and you drop it in the

mail and you send it to Newt and to Bob and to Bill and all

those folks in Washington, D.C.. What if Ehey don'k

listen? I mean, what if, what are We gonna do then? Shall

we do What they did in Canada? Shall we be like Quebec and

try to secede from the country because the Federal

Government won't abide by this Resolution?'l

Speaker Johnson: Tin: ''Representative Pedersen, do you wish to

respond?''

I
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Pedersen: '$1 think thaE we can address tbose things as they come

up. A1l wedre Eelling them is that wedre tired of what

theydre doing and we want them to stop.f'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: 'lRepresentative Lang.19

Lang: HSo I gather then that youdre not sure What youfll do if we

send this on to the Pederal Government and they conkinue to

lheap mandates on the State of Illinois. You might be for a

separatist movement. You might want to have Illinois

secede so we don't have to be burdened by these federal

nandates. Is that your plan, Sir?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Pedersen.''

''I doubt if itdll come to that.'l iPedersen:

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HRepresentative Lang.''

Lang: ''Wellv if youdre not gonna comment, I don't have any more
E

Iquestions
.
''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady fron Cook,

Representative Monique Davis, proceed.f'

Davis, M.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker. Johnson,-Timz.. ''He kndicates be wil1.''

Davis, M.: ''Representative, 'are' yoù- aware that'' one of your

Co-sponsors on this Legislation recently quoted Senator

Carol Mosely Braun in reference ko a federal mandate that ;

he was attempting to near or here in the state, it was in

bkracial adoptions?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''No.''

Speaker Johnsonr Tin: ''Repregentative Davis.''

Davis, M .: ''We1l. Representative, is What, does this House Joint

Resolution say that youlre really Eed up With Newt Gingrich

and the Republican conkrolled Congress and the Republican

controlled Senate that you, too are fed up with their
I

mandates?''
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''No .1'

Speaker Johnson, Tim : I'Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: ''Would you tell us, Sir, What it is you are tired of,

what is it you Want to resolve?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HRepresentative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: '1We11, the Constitution delegated from the State

certain powers to the Pederal Government and a1l wedre

trying to do is to get the Government to stop mandating

things that were noE provided for in the Constitukiona''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative Davis.''

Davis, M.: l'Have you Written to Newt Gingrich? Have you Written

to Bob Dole?''

Speaker Johnson, Tkm : ''Representative Pedersen.''

Pedersen: ''Ohg yeah I write to lots of people, even the

President.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Davis.''

Davis: M.: '1Wel1, to the Resolution.''

Speaker Johnson: Tim: ''To the Resolution.î'

Davis, M.: ''I belkeveuuntil he nore clearlytdefines' What it is he

wants the Federal Government to stop doing, We Would be iny

I would feel violation of our responsibility to simply say

to this Body that we 're tired of federal mandates when it

is not defined of what mandates we're speaking. Are We

!speakkng of educational mandates that require that you feed i

children certain nutritional requirements in thelr lunches?

Are we speaking of nandates that talk about the right to

everyone to vote that youdre violating a Constitutional

right when you put barriers up for people to have the right

to vote? Forty-eight states are adhering to Lhe Motor

Voter Billg 48 states are adhering to federal mandate and

Illinois has decided that it doesn 't Want to do that? Are
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we speaking of federal mandates that tell us Ehe speeds

that certain weighted trucks must travel? Are we talking

about the nandates that say we must give health care to

senior citizens who have paid into this system for years

only to, be mistreated in their days of old age when theydre

unable to care for thenselves or maybe tt's the federal

mandate against for disabilities. Maybe itîs the federal

mandate that mandake that we give certain rights and

services for people who are disabled. Tell us,

Representative, Which mandates are you speaking of?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Was that a comment or do you want a

response?''

Davis, M.: ''Representative, I don't think he can respond. I will

end my comments and urge you to vote 'no' on this

Resolution. 91

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Okay, that's fine. Thank you,

Representative. The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from

Vermillion, Representative Black.''

Black: rThank. you very' much, Mr.. Speaker. I move the previos

question.'t

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question is, 'Shall the main question

be put?' Those in favor signify by saying 'aye'; those

opposed would say 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. The main

question is put. Representative Pedersen to ckosex''

Pedersen: ''We are a sovereign state. It's time for us to

exercise our powers and we can handle these problems

ourself withouk the Feds dicEating to us how to do it. I

recommend an 'aye' vote.''

Speaker Johnsonr Tim: ''The question is, 'Shall HJR20 pass?î

Those in favor vote 'aye'; those opposed vote 'no'. The

voting is open. Have a1l voted Who wish? Have al1 voted

who wish? Have all voted Who Wish? Mr. Clerk, take the
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record. On this question, there are 102 voting 'yes'g 8

voting 'nol, 5 voting 'present' and HJR20 passes. Proceed

noW to HJR26. The Chair recognizes the Genkleman from

McLean, Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''Thank youy Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentleman. House

Joint Resolution 26 coincides with the previous Resolution

which we just passed. It simply states that the U.S.

Courts: the United States Supreme Court and any inferior

Courts of khe United States Supreme Court should not have

the ability to force the levy of taxes. It follows along

the same logic as our previous Resolution stating thak the

rights, khe sovereign rights of this belong to the State

Government. I ask for your favorable vote.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''On the question, the Chair recognizes the

Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.''

Lang: 'IThank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''He indicates he Wi1l.''

Lang: HThank you. Representakive, once again that cogente

succinct discussion of what this Resolution does Was lost

, on me, so can you give me a version I can hear and

understand of What you dre trying to do herey Sir?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Okay, if we could give Represenkative

Brady and Representatkve Lang your attention so We can

understand the purport of this Resolution. Proceed,

Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''This Resolution suggests that the power to levy taxes

belongs to the sovereignty of the State of Illinois and to

Ehe Constitukion of the bokh the State of Illinois and the

United States. It follows that the Supreme Court, nor any

inferior court under the United States Federal Supreme

Court should not bave the authority to force the levy of

6 ZX * 1î
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Speaker Johnsony Tim: ''Represenkative Lang, further questions?''

Lang: ''The Suprene Court should not have the power to force who

to levy a tax?'l

speaker Johnson, Tim : HRepresentative Brady.''

Brady: ''Any federal court should not, the Legislation states that

the United States Supreme Courtp nor any other federal

court should-have the authority to levy a tax.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lanq, proceed.''

Lang: 'Iperhaps you can give us some examples of Where a court has

levied a tax.''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Representative Brady: you Wish to

respond?''

3rady: ''I'm sorryg I didn't hear the question.l'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: 'dRepresentative Lang, do you Want to

restate the question?s'

Lang: ''Perhaps you could give us sone examples of where courts

have levied taxes so we know your pointos'

Speaker Johnson: Tim : ''Representative Bradyx''

Bradytn -pel. believenwinwz the.a; State of' Missourizthe federal courts

force khe levy of a tax Eo meet a federal mandate.l'

speaker Johnsone Tim: ''Representative Lang, I assume you Would

join me tn asking some of *he little caucuses to break up

around the floor so we could hear your question. Please i

give Representative Lang your atkentiona''

Lang: ''Thank you. Representative: Nhat Was that tax and Why dkd

the court impose it? Read quick now.''

Speaker Johnsong Tim: ''Representative Bradyo'f

Brady: f'I can't cite that specifically, Representative . I know

thak this is a Resolution khat I think 10 other states have

rights adopted. It deals With the sovereign rights of

states and that's the simple issue.''

speaker Johnsonz Tim : ''Representative Lanq.''
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Lang: ''We1l, now letîs see: if We're gonna get simplee 1911 just

sit down and talk about this. Now let's see what youdre

saying. You're saying that you Want us to pass a

Resolution that's gonna be sent a1l over the World,

probably on Internet and all over the place and this is

gonna say that courts canno: impose tax on states. Then I

ask you, Well what taxes have been imposed and then you

say, something in Missouri, I don 't know what it was about

and now you want us to pass a Resolution from the State of

Iltknois to deal with this and you don't know what the hek

it's about. So, what's it about? Give it to Jerry Clark

or somebody that can answer the question, would you?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Brady, in response.''

Brady: ''You talked so fast, Representative Lang, I couldn't

understand your question.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: flRepresentative Lang, do you want to repeat

the question?''

Lang: ''What's the Bill about? Whatds the Resolution about? You

, donlt.,'.arellayou.zttelling. ne .xthat under no circumstances

whether you' know: them or' not, can you possibly fathom a

reason why a court would order a state to follow a federal

nandate? What about Motor Voter?s'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''It might be a prine example, Representative. I don't

know of any court that has forced a tax for Motor Voter

which is What this deals with. I do know of an issue that

Was brought to my attention in the State of Illinois where

the federal eourts in Rockford are forcing a tax levy

regarding a school district. What wedre trying to do here

is deal with the parameters of the Constàtution, the

sovereign rights of the state. If you support thatg vote

'aye'; if you don't support that, vote 'no'.''
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''I kind of like to know what you're asking me to support.

That's not what your Resolution says. ïour Resolution says

something about taxes. Now youdre talking about Mandates

and the sovereign right of the state. The esteemed

colleague of yours over there, Representative Peterson or

Pederson, Whatever way we're pronouncing it this weeky had

a Bill that dealt with mandates. We just passed it out of

here. You voted for that. HoW many should we have? Are

we qonna have another Resolution after this on this kssuez

10, 20, 30? How many shall we have? I still don't know

what Ehis Resolution does. Do you Nant to tell me?''

Speaker Johnson, Tkm : ''Representative Brady, you have 15 seconds

to respond. Proceed. You've responded. The Chair

recognizes a Gentleman from Vermillion, Representative

Black. Representative Black: proceedo''

Black: ''Yes, ehank you very much, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor

Xield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''He indicates that he Will yield.r' - -

Black: ''Xes, Representative Bradyy as usual the Gentleman from

Skokie had some very insiqhtful questions and he peaked my

curiosity. 1, too, am concerned about federal courts

levying a *ax on a state and I heard you mention the city

of Rockport, Rockfalls. What was it?''

Speaker Johnsonz Tim: ''Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''It Was suggested to me the city of Rockford.''

Speaker Johnson, Tlm: ''Proceed.''

Black: ''So it was the city of Rockford, well, that's the state's

second lazgest city. I mean, that's big, second largest

city is big and sone court, a federal court levied a tax of

some kind on the city of Rockford?''

Speaker Jobnson, Tim: ''On the geography point, Representative
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Brady.'' .

Brady: ''Actually, it's my understanding that it's a school

district, a big school district. The federal court is
i

attenpting to force a tax levy on a very large school

distrkct. You're right, Representati/ea''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative Blaek.''

Black: ''Would this tax have been a property tax?''

Speaker Johnson, Tin l HRepresentative Brady.''

Brady: ''7es.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Black.''

Black: ''Wow. I1m shocked. I'm appalled and I know I would be

joined by the Gentleman from Skokie saying that if indeed

this happened I'm not privy to this levying of a tax by the

coarts. I don't live in the state 's second largest, city

nor did I ever attend the big school district up there in

Rockford. I'm from a smaller community, but I Nould think

that now wedre on a bipartisan issue here. I mean Ehe city

of Rockfordy being the second largest city, chasing Chicago

k
. . = as cl understand i*e day by day to become the largest city

in the state of Illinoisy having a burdensome tax placed

upon the citizenry of the second largest city in the State

of Illinois, the great ciky of Rockford, down here last

year lobbying. What a wonderful T-shirt they gave me. I

have nothing but fond memories of Rockford Day. Now we

should put aside our partisan differences: Ladies and

Gentlemen, and rallyy rally round to the cause of the city

of Rockford. I say ko you' how dare a court levy a kax on

the second largest city in the State of Illinois Without

the cikizenry's approval and I dare say and I don't invoke

his name lighklyz but if Representative Georgie Was with

us, he Would I'm sure put a stop to thks I'm confident. We

Will not be krifled With in the State of Illinois and I
I
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joined those honored Representatives in the city of

Rockford: stand with you shoulder to shoulder, elbow ko
i
i

elbow, knee to knee, I say to you, no taxakion Without

representation. We have had enough. We have had enough.

I tell you it's Rockford now, Ladies and Gentlemen, but

what Will it be tomorrow if we don't nip this in the bud?

It. could be Skokie. It could be Centralia. It could be

Wherever in the world Terry Deering used Eo live and you

still haven't told me what happened to him. ïoufve got to

étop this right now. I can see this spreading throughout

the State of Illinois, taxakion levied upon us by khe

Federal Courts appointed. Wellr who knows who appointed

them? It might go back to the days of Harry Truman. They

have lifetime appointments. Let's hear ik for Herbert

Hoover. Time is growing short, Ladies and Gentlemen.

Rockford today, Chicago tomorrow. Are you qoing to sit

here and 1e* the largest city in Illinois and khe second

largest city in Illinois be trifled Wkth by the federal

judiciary? I know you better than that. I know you won't

' .'' àllow' it: so jôih With us and express our oukrage at this

usurpatton of power of the state and of the great city of

Rockford. Do Whatls right. Pass this Resolution.'' !
I

Speaker Johnsony Tim : ''With aktribution to Thomas Payne, thank

you for your comnents. The Chair recognizes the Gentleman

from Winnebago, Representative Scott, the former City

Attorney of the second largest city in Illinoism''

Scott: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield for a I

question?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Ee indicates he wil1.''
I

Scott: ''Thank you. First of all, before thaty Representative

Black, you can stand knee to knee With me anytime. 1,11

accept that. Representative Brady, isn 't it a fac: in the
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city of Rockford that there is a desegregation lawsuit and

that the court has merely statedr as courts will do in a I

finding of discriminationy that there's certain remedies

that have to be complied with? The court's not the people

that have imposed the taxy is it?l'

Speaker Johnson, Timt ''Representative Bradyon

Brady: ''I really am not an expert on the case.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Scott.''

Scott: ''I mean I don 't think anybody's really gonna have a

problem With what youdre suggesting because I don't think

it's done right now. I mean I think it's a feel good,

sound good piece of a resolution that really doesn't do

anything. In factr whatds happening in Rockford is khis.
I

There's a desegregation lawsuit that's been lost by the

district. There are remedies that are being court ordered

by the federal nagistrate in that case. The Rockford

school district has chosen to use the Torte Immunity Fund

Which is based on property tax as their way of paying for !

the remedies. Thatîs not ordered by the courk. That's

somethîng that the school district has chosen to do. So

you don't have that case in Rockford. I don't know if you

had it in Missouri or some place else at some time, but you I

don't have it in Rockford. I don't think there's any

problem WiEh it because it's not happening right now. It's

just so everybody is disabused of *he notion that thatfs

actually happening in Rockford right noW. I just wanted to

1et you and the other Members know that. Thank you .
f'

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Thank you, Representative Scott. The

Gentleman from Kendall, Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''He indicates he Wikl. No, he kndicates he

won't. Proceed, Representative Cross.''
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Cross: ''Representative Brady, can you refresh for us and tell us

what the 10th Amendment of the Conseitution of the Uniked

States says?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''He indicaEes he Will not respond .

Proceed, Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Representativeg I have absolutely no idea still really !

What this Bill does. Could you explain for us once again

or try to, vhak youfre attempting to do?l'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Brady now indicates he will

respond. Representative Brady.''

Brady: ''The lokh Amendment states that the power is not delegated

Eo the United States by the Constitution or inhibited by
!

the states or reserved Eo the states, respectively, or to

*he people.'f

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''Thank you: Representative. From my understanding of this

problen, Bill, the state 's authority has eroded,

Representakive Bradyp I apologize. The state 's authority

has eroded in about four different areas. Could you tell

us Whak those four areas are?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Brady.'' 'I

Brady: ''I'n glad you brought this up . First, the Pederal

Governnent has assumed powers reserved to the states under

the 10th Amendment. Second, interpretations of the !

commerce clause, in effect, authorize federal preemption on

any issue Which has some connectton with interstate

commerce. Thirdly, *he Federal Government has threatened

to Withhold, withdraw, or divert federal funds to coerce

conpliance With federal policies and ftnatly, state

governnents have failed to challenge these federal

lntrusions.''

Speaker Joànsonz Tim: l'Proceed : Representative Cross.''
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Cross: ''Representative Brady, my understanding is there have been

some studies done in the past concerning the costs to
I

various states. Are you aware of any studies maybe back in i
i

l99 17'. 1
I

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Proceed, Representative.'' '

Brady: ''Yes, Representative, I am.''

Speaker Johnsone Tim: HPurther questions?''

Cross: ''Could you tell what those might be, Bill, or

Representative Brady?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HRepresentative Brady.''

Brady: ''Yes, Representative, the '9l study by the State of

Maryland estimated that 25% of the state 's general fund

spending was driven by federal requirements. The survey

conducted by the State of Ohio found that unfunded federal

mandates were imposed costs of more than 1.74 billion on

the state from 1992, including 1993, including 1994, and

1995. In Ohio, transportation mandake cosks will increase

from $4.9 million in 1992 to nearly $56 nillion in 1997. A

1ot of'moneya'' . ' z ' '

Speaker Johnsonp Tim: ''Proceed.''

Cross: ''Representative, apparently When Representative Lawfer had

his resolution up, the suggestion was that he contact Newt

Gingrich wikh his concerns. Have you talked to any Members

of the United States Supreme Court abouk your problem?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: I'Representative.''

Brady: ''NO, but I talked to Newt last nlght, When I heard we were

going Eo call this Eoday and he's excited. In fact, when I

talked to Bob Dole, he Wanted to f1y in to celebrate this

accomplishment today.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: I'Representative Cross.''

Cross: ''So Senator Dole and Representatkve Gingrich are b0th

supportive of this Bill? Is Congressman Ewing supportive
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of this resolution?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative, proceedp''

Brady: ''I Was unable Eo reach Representative Ewing. I understand

that Representative Rutherford had him on khe phone al1

night.''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''Further questions? Bring your comments to

a close, Representative.'' i

Cross: ''I appreciate qiving me the time to ask these questions,

Mr. Speaker. I think I have a feW more seconds, so

Representative Brady, Would you be willing to allow some of
' 

j
us or others of us to join you as a co-sponsor on this Bill I

or resolution? It seems like a great idea.'' ;

ISpeaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Brady.'' I
;

Brady: ''I most certainly would. In fact, I might even consider

changing myself from being chief Sponsor to allowing

Representative Black be chief Sponsor. He did such a fine
I

job and if he was interested, I'd be very interested in

that and Representative Cross, may I ask that you be

immediately added as a sponsor of this piece of

legislation.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''No further questions. The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from McLean, Representative Brady j
i

f, Ito close. 
(
I

Brady: ''This is a very imporkant piece of Legislation. In fact, '

with the passage of this it may be the pinnacle of my

legislative career. I ask for an 'aye'' vote.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : I'The question isg 'Shall House Joint

Resolution 26 pass?' Those in favor vote 'aye '; those

opposed vote 'no'. The voting is open. Have al1 voted who

Wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have a1l voted Who Wish?

Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this question, there are

l07 voting 'yes', 8 voting 'no'e 1 voting 'present'. And
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HJR26 passes. The Chair recognizes now the Lady from St.

Clair, Representative Younge on SJR4I. If I could before

that, Representative Currie had asked if she could be

recognized on a previous vote. Representative Currie and E

with your indulgence, Representative Younge. For what

purpose do you rise? Representative Currie. Barbara

Currie.''

Currie: ''Thank you, Speaker. I Would like the record to reflect

that on House Joint Resolution 20, my voke inadverkently

was cast as an 'aye'; it should have been a 'no '. Thank

YOV * Y

Speaker Johnsong Tim : ''The record will so reflect. Now, the Lady

from St. Clair, Representative Younge on SJR4l, proceedad'

Younge: HThank youg Mr. Speaker. Itls my privilege to present

SJR41, Which names the regional state office building in

East St. Louis, located at Collinsville Avenue and

Broadway, the Kenneth Hall Regional State Office Building.

Senator Hall served in both the House and the Senate and he

. was .a. man who Was always-on .time 'and: always prepared to

meet with people. He loved his constituents. He loved

this House. He loved the Senate and he served over 30

years in these tWo Bodies. He Was in the House for the

1966 and in 1971, he went to the Senate. It is a privilege

for me to present this resolution, honoring Senator Hall

for his service and his love and his faith to the people of

the State of Illinois and I move for the adoption of

SJR4l.f'

Speaker Johnsong Tim: HAny discussion? Seeing no discussionr the

question isw..Representative Brady indicates he does have a

question so khe Chair recognizes the Gentleman from Mclean,

Representative Brady.n

Brady: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Indicates she wi11.''

Brady: HRepresentative Younge, I know that Senator Hall was a

very important person to you and frankly, the brief time I

had to know hin, I gained a lot of respect for him. Could

you tell me again what khis resolution does?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Younge.''

Younge: ''Thank you. We have an East St. Louis regional office

building. At this time ik is called the state office

building. As a result of the passage of SJR4l, this

building will be known as the Kenneth Hall Regional State

Office Building.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Purther questions, Representative Srady?''

Brady: ''Representative, I think this is a great idea. Does

everyone in your districk agree With Ehis?''

Speaker Johnson, TiM : ''Representative ïoung.l'

Younge: ''Yes, absolutely, 150 %.H

Speaker Johnson, Tin: i'Representative Brady.l'

Brady: ''Representakive: I applaud you for your efforts and I rise

' . in strong support of this. resolution and 1: wgnt, to thank

you for bringing this to our attention.'' ' 'Ic',':':'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Further discussion? Seeing noney the

Chair recognizes the Lady from St. Clair, Representative

Younge to close.''

Younge: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I move for the adopkion of

SJR41.n

Speaker Johnson: Tin: ''The question is, 'Shall Senate Joint

Resolution 41 pass?' Those in favor signkfy by voting

'aye'; those opposed by voting 'no'. The voting is open.

Have al1 voted who wish? Have all voted Who wish? Have

all voted who wish? Mr. Clerk, take the record. On this

question, there are l16 voting 'yes', none voting 'no' or

'presentl and SJR4l is adopted. You can stand aE ease for
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a moment. The Clerk of the House, Mr. McLennand has an

announcement with respect to computer training. Mr.

Clerk.'f
i

Clerk McLennand: ''Those Members thaE Were signed up for *he 1:00 i

floor automation demonstration in 122A , they will meet

ixmediately after Session. Those Members scheduled for

2:00 Will meet one hour after Session. Those set .up for

1:00 will neet immediately after Session. Those set for
l

2:00 vill neet one hour later.f'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Mr. Clerk. Wedll continue to

stand at ease. House is in order. On *he order of House

Calendar, Supplemental Calendar #1 in the order of !
k
5

concurrence, the Chair recognizes on the matter of H81653, I
l

the Gentleman from Knox, Representative Moffltt.l' '

Moffitt: 'îThank youg Mr. Speaker. I move that the House

nonconcur with Senate Amendment 41.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HThe Gentleman moves for the House

nonconcut with Senate Amendnent #1 to HBl653. Those in

favor signify by saying 'aye'; those opposed . by ..saying

'no'. The Motion carries. The House does nonconcur with

Senate Amendment #1 to House Bil1 1653. Welll continue to

stand at ease. On the matter of Introductionsy the Clerk,

Mr. McLennande'' !
i
iClerk McLennand

: ''Inkroductions, Firsk Reading of House Bills. $
I

House Bill 2549, offered by Representative McAuliffe, a

Bill for an Act making an appropriation. Houge Bill 2550,

offered by Representative McAuliffe, a Bill for an Act to

amend the Illinois Pension Code. Introductiony First

Reading of these House Bills.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you. The House Will continue to !

stand at ease. Mr. Clerkz Introduckions.''
1

Clerk McLennand: ''Introduction of Resolution. House Resolution !l
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#57, offered by Representative Skinner. House Resolution

#58, offered by Representative Irwin and House Joint

Resolution #62, offered by Representative Tenhouse. These

are referred to the Rules Committee.'l

Gpeaker Johnson, Tim : ''Thank you: Mr. Clerk. Eouse will come ta

order. on House Calendar Supplemental #1y under the

heading of Senate Bills Third Reading appears Senate Bill
1

598 and on thak Bill the Chair recognizes the Gentleman

from Vermilion, Representative Black.l'

Black: ''Yes, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Ladies and

Genklemen of the House. Senate Bill 598 passed the Senate,

I believeg by an overwhelming majority. It got hung up

last spring in sone negotiations betNeen various parties in

the telecommunication.''
I

S eaker Johnson, Tim : '' If I could, Representative Black g your ',P

indulgence just a moment , Representative , the Clerk is

asked to read the Bi11. ''

Clerk Mcbennandl ''Senate Bill 598, a Bill f or an Ack that amends

. : $ the Public Utilities Act . . Third Reading of this . Senate

Bi l 1 . ''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Proceed, Representative Black . lî

Black : ''Yes , thank you very much, Mr . Speaker and Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House . This Bill passed the Senate by an

overwhelming majority last spring. It passed out of

conmittee in the House on an attendance roll call. The

Bill has been amended and the Committee Amendmenk #2

becomes the Bill. The Bill now applies only to

telecommunication carriers. It does not apply to those

utilities in the energy business and that was at the

request of the Illinois Commerce Commissian. Now the

Legislation 'as anended ' is trying to reduce and streamline

duplicative and wasteful level of regulation of
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telecommunication contracts, while at the same time

retaining proper conaumer protection. Current 1aw requires
I
I

the ICC to perforn two extenskve and ccstly reviews of a

contrack between the telecommunication company and its

affiliate. Now this first review take: place When the

. contract is entered into or changed. That review has no

impact on customer rates. The second review of that sane

contract takes place when the company would come before the

ICC requesting a potential change in customer rates, either

up or down, and at that time, the Commission repeats its

entire review of *he contract that it's already done. All

we're asking you ko do with this Legislation is to

eliminate the first review that has no impact on whether or

not rates go up or down, keep the second review which does
!

have, give the Commission then the authority to review any

impact on rates and I think it makes inminent good sense.

It sinply reduces and streamlines the process. It's bound

to save administrative costs and yet, still protects the

... interest . of the consumer. I believe that youdll find that

Indiana, Iova, and Wisconsin already treat the review of

these affiliated contracts in the manner that We are

proposing. The Commerce Commission does support *he Bill

;'as amended' and I would ask your favorable consideration

of Senate Bill 598 and 1'11 be glad to answer any questions

you might haveo''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Chair recognizes the Lady from Cook,

Representative Schakowskyo''

Schakowsky: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''He indicates he wi11.''

Schakowsky: ''Representative, do you know of opposition to this

Legislation?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : HRepresentative, proceed.''
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Black: '''As amended' in Comnittee, that renoved the Commerce

Commission opposition to the Bi11. My file does not

indicate any opposition so I am not aware of any opposition

at this point.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Schakowsky, anything 1
!

further?''

Schakovsky: ''Save you heard from the cable t.v. companies? I'm

hearing that they have expressed some opposition to this

Legislationg''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Black.'' I
i

Black: ''I talked to representatives of AT&T this morning. I have

not talked to any representative from MCI or the Cable

Television Association and I don'k Want to put word: in *he

nouths of those who represent AT&T. I don't believe based

on our conversation this morning that AT&T is opposed ko

khis Bill. They do have some concerns that this Bill will
l

have the opportunity to advance before an onnibus Bill that I

they Were working on last spring is advancing. So to the
!

best of my knowledge. andabeinq, as honestoWith youwasulucanr

I don't believe that- .theyt'' ha#q trany: op/osition of: this

particular Bill. I do think that they would have preferred I
I

that the telecommunication industry come up with sone kind 1
I

of agreed language and I know Representative Kubik worked I
i

ion that a1l last spring and to the best of ny knowledge, no

Iagreenent was reached and we then, it's my understanding we :
I

Were then given an opportunity to go ahead and move this

Bill on its merits.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative Schakowskya'l

Schakowsky: ''For those of us Who are not all that familiar with

this kind of utility transaction, could you give me an

example of the kind of transaction that Would no longer
I

need to get Icc approval?'' ;

1
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Speaker Johnson, Tim: 'îRepresentative Black.''

Black: ''Certainly be glad to try, Representative. It's my

underskanding that currently Ewo, for all practical

purposes, two identical reviews take place when a contract

is to be entered into or changed between the utility, the

telecommunication company in thks case and its affiliate.

Now the first review is done vhen that contract is first

sugqested or entered into and has no impact on that

particular contract or the language thereof. The second

review is then done and literally goes over the sane

ground. If the telecommunication company in this question

comes in at a later date and asks the Illinois Commerce

Commission ko change the rate structure, then that second

review which is my understanding, 90% is absolutely the

same thing that was' done in the first contract or the first

review. The second review of the contract Will determine

if expenses kncurred are reasonabke for grantkng any

increase or decrease. So the first review, in my words, is

' silply window dressinq: or.maybe'research: .. That?vs. the, one

we would like to eliminate. The second rèvieu khich again

would have to be a thorough review of any action and that's

the review that would give the Commerce Commission the

ability to vote on the impact of any contractual changes so

don't think wefre Weakening consumer proteckion at all .

We are simply trying to eliminate a paper trail, I guess if

that's the right word, on the fizst review that has no

impact on the contract at that time .
l'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Schakowsky.''

Schakowsky: ''Are you saying then, Ehat there is no opportunity

for the company to change consumer telephone rate, to

change consumer rates Withouk ICC approval?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Black.l'
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Black: ''That is ny understanding. Let me quote from you for some

information from the Illinois Commerce Commission. These

first and second reviews end up addressing the same issues,

but it is only the second review which can result in any

customer rate change. Accordingly and for the sake of

administrative efficiency and cost savings for both the

Commerce Commission and the utilityz there is no good

reason to continue to undertake the first review. However,

*he second review must remain intact.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''RepresenEative Schakowsky, if you could

bring your comments to a close.îf

Schakowsky: ''No thank you.''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: 'fYour time is concluded . The Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Cook, Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Thank you. Will the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnsonp Tim : ''He indicates he wil1.''

Lang: HThank you. I don't have a 1o* of technical questions

about the Bill, Representative. I've just been hearing

conflicting reports today about who's for this Bi1l and

who's not Eor this Bi11. Yesterday some people got me off

the floory people I respect and Who I always believe, told

me everyone was okay on this Sill. I got a friend to call

this morning from someone Who told me everyone is not okay

on this Bill and that Was this morning and I haven't heard

from anybody since. So could you shed sone light as to

what's going on? Start me off with the cable t.v. folks,

are they okay on this?l'

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Black.f'

Black: ''1111 do the best I can. I have not talked With the cable

t.v. people today. In fact, I haven't talked to them since

last spring. Maybe Representative Kubik who Was carrying

the package that was tryin: to get cabley MCI, AT&T,
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Ameritech, GTE: al1 on board one Bill last spring and for

whatever reasons that didn't work. I did meet with some

Representatives from AT&T this morning. I don't think and

again I can't say unequivocally that they are supporting !
I

this Bill and in fact, I don't believe they would, but I

think their opposition to the Bill is that they Would

prefer to move an omnibus Bill Where everyonefs concerns

are addressed, rather than 1et thts Bill that affects

telecommunkcatkon carriers period, move forward. In other

words: it's kind of the procedure that we often see here.
!

Some of our friends go back and hold up Bills that Weîre

working on for some of our friends and try to get all of

our friends togeeher. Well, someeimes ehat doesn't happen !

and this was the case last spring Where it didn't happen

and I continue to push to move 598 since we had no

opposition from the Commerce Commission and no opposition
I
ifrom anyone outside the induskry as near as I can tell, but

I would not purport to you, I do not believe that cable

. t.v. Would call you or me and say, we think this is a

wonderful Bill. I don't know Ehat they have problems,

substantive problems With the Bill. I think they have

problems with this Bill moving without them being included
l

in some kind of a comprehensive Telco package.'' '

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: ''Well, first 1et me tell you that I'm very familiar with

Representative Kubik's Bill because 1'm his Co-sponsor,

which may explain why the Bill hasn't gone anywhere yet. '

Be that as it nay, I think there would be a concern Within

the industry about anything you might be doing here that

would have impact on the effork to provide for competition

in local telephone services. Is there anything in this

Bill that would have impact in your view on thak effort and
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youlve been a part of those hearings, I know?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Black.''

Black: ''To the best of my ability, Representativey and I've been

involved in the Telco discussions even at the NCSL level in

Washington, I see nothing in this Bill that I construe that

would give Amezitech or GTS or an independent telephone

company any excess advantage over AT&T or cable. I don't

think ik's an issue of service or penetration of narket as

much as ie concentraees on procedures before the Commerce

Comnkssîon and the Commerce Commission still has final say.

So as honestly as I can tell you, I do not see this as an

issue of one telecommunication carrier having an advantage
1

over another. I really think thak the issue is macro in

nature. Theyld a1l like to be included in one omnibus Bill

and I'm not sure that can happen in the veto session. If I

it happens later, hopefully Ifll be able to support that.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative Lang.''

Lang: '9Well I don't know if youdre willing to do this or not,

Representative, but because of Ehe confusion about who 's

for it, who's not for this Bill, I1m wondering if you 'd

have any interest in holding this 'til tomorrow so we can

make some determination as to where all the opinions lie

here? Thatls up to you, it's your Bill. It night pass if

you don't hold it, but if it's something that nobody's

opposed to# I would like to vote for it with you, but if

there's problems, the I'd like to know What those problems

are. Would you have any problem holding this?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative Black, you Want to bring

your comments to a close?'t

Black: î'Let me take the Gentleman's suggestion under advisement .

Could we just stand at ease, perhaps or see if anyone else

has any queskions? The Gentleman raised a legitimate point
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and I'd like to have a couple of minutes and maybe we can

acquiesce to his request which might in fact be very

reasonabley if we could just a little kime.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Then in that case you're requesting that

this Bill be temporarily taken ouE of the record and Ne

stand at ease or do you want to respond to other

questions?''

Black: ''I'd be more than happy to respond to other questions

whkle we're trying to see if there might be some adkantage
;

to naybe getting the parties toqether and waiting for

another day: but I Would not like to take it out of the

record at this time. I just need to buy a little time, Mr. j

Speaker.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: HThe Chair recognizes the Gentlemah from

Effingham: Representative Hartke. Let me, before your '

questions, indîcate khat in the gallery there are 32

members of the Rockford Area Chamber of Commerce Community

Leadership Program. Welcome to Springfield . Proceed,

.- w - Representative. Hartke.f'

Hartke: 1'Well''p: khankwyou.-. very; àuchi Mr. Speaker. I don 't know if

Representative Black Will be able to answer the question if

he's not paying attention, but T see ve have a

Representative here who may be able to answer those

questions. I have a concern about this Bill . I don't

think I'm opposed to it. I think the ineent of the present

situation as We review contracts put forth by telephone

companiesy the ICC has an opportunity to review those

contracts and alehough no action is taken to disallow whae

happens, it is a cost for the utility companies and the

telephone companies to review those. I think it was put in

possibly several years ago, this ackion, as a forewarning

to consumers that this contract or this agreement between
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utilities has taken place. What the utility companies want

to do is to avoid that extra cost and I Was Wondering if

Mr. Black vould have some idea on what kind of cost savings

ik would be if we implemented this law?''

Speaker Johnson, Timl ''Representakive.''

Black: NI think it's an excellent question. Unforkunately, the

liaison for the Commerce Commission is here and said it's

never been quantified. Theydre certain it Would save

money, but I'm not about to pull a figure out of the air.

They say theydve just never been able Eo quantify the cost

savings.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative Hartke.''

Hartke: ''Well, itls my understanding that if this Legislation

should pass, the original contract Which is noW reviewed

when a rate increase is requested, they go back to the

previous contract to see if that did have an effect on

their request today for a rate increase. I suppose that it !

would be time saving not only the Commerce Commission, but

, . also ..the- u'killEy company in this request. It Would save

.bèth sidek kimevand 'timl . i'é: moheyi'' However, I do believe

that the consumer should be aware that they will not have

this 3,4,6,8, maybe 10 month forewarning that a possible

lrate increase maybe forth coming because of that contract

' 

took place prior to that. I think that the ICC still has

the riqht to review those rate increases and requesks and

so ko make judgnent on them, however khe only thing wedre

doing with this Legislation in my mind is two Ehings. 0ne

we 're shorting the reaction time by consumers and so forth

to a possible rate increase and it Nk1l then take ICC some

time as well as the utility company to get up to speed on

what is happening on this request. So I think the review

process is still Ehere. It Will be a cost saving measure
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so I don't think it's a bad idea. When wedre looking at

trying to reduce cost, whenever the utility company has an

Iincrease in costs in their efforts
, that is reflected on

j Ithe consumers bill. So this maybe saving money on both j
I

sides.'' I

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Thank you, Representative. The Chair

recognizes the Gentlenan from Rock Island, Representative

Boland. Representative Boland, proceed.'?

Boland) ''Thank youy' Mr. Speaker. Will the Gentleman yield?''

Speaker Johnson: Tim: ''He indicates he will.''

Boland) ''Just a couple of questions and perhaps I didn't hear
!

this earlier. Could you tell me whak is CUB 'S position on

this?''

IS
peaker Johnson, Tim : HRepresentative Black.'' l

Black: ''To the best of my knowledge, my working file and my floor

file has nothing from C;B on this issue. The llaison from I
!

the Commerce Commission says that the Commission is not

aware of any correspondence from the Citizens Utility Board

- ' onLkhis' particularrpieceiofk Legislakion.'' - . g... .,..-

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The Chair recognizes the Gentleman from p

Rock Island, Representative Boland, further questions.''

Boland: ''Yes, thank you. Can you give me some time frame on how
I

much this will shorten the process?''

Speaker Johnson, T1m: ''Representakive Black.''

Black: ''Well, you know again it's kind of hard to quantify. It's

eliminating one step in the process. I don't know whether

you could say it would save weeks or six months. As

Representative Hartke said earlier, it really eliminates a

duplicative effort. NoW Ehey still have to file the

contract so the Commission is aware that they have entered

into an agreement. Then if they come back before the

Commission at a later date indicatlng that because of the
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contract they will now request a rate increase or decrease,

the Commission's aware of the contract and then must do *he

complete review Which in some cases can take months and

that's where the consumer protection hopefully is kept

intact. We're just really, I think, trylng to eliminate

some of the paper trail in a two-tier process.'l

Speaker Johnson, Tim : I'Further questions? It's further question,

PVOCPPd * î'

Boland: ''Thank you . One last one, is this really necessary sknce

we know that deregulation is coming down the pipe very

SO0n?''

Speaker: Johnson, Tim: ''Representative Black.''

Black: ''I'm sorry, Representative. Were you referring to changes

at the federal level? I think khat's a very legitimate

question. The telecommunication companies that are

interested in this Bill feel khat yes, we do. Whatever we

do at the state level can certainly be superseded very

quickly by action at the federal level. It's my

understanding that the telecommunications Bill at *he

federal level Will nost likely be vetoed by President

Clinton and then I guess welre back to square one. 0ne of

the great difficulties I've found in the telecommunications

industry is that technology moves so quickly koday thak we

can spend and did spend on tbe Telco rewrite three years

ago, we spent months and months and months of effort and it

Was a bipartisan effort. What We passed three years ago

and we thoughk was landmark Legislation is probably

obsolete already and we thought we would get about a five

to seven year moratorium. So I really think that your

question is right on tarçet. I'm not sure that anything we

do can take into account the rapidiky of technology changes

and how it's gonna tmpact the telecommunkcation buskness .
''
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Speaker Johnson: Tim: ''Purther questions, Representative Boland?''

Boland: ''One last one. NoW I have heard rumors that the long

distance people Were opposed to this. Can you clarify

that?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: l'Proceed, Representativey your responsev''

Black: uTo the best of my knowledge and if the folks are in tbe

- gallery or in the back, they could get a message to you,

I'm sure quickly. To the best of my knowledge, having

talked with AT&T today, they are not opposed to this

partkcular Bi1l. What they would have preferred was that

al1 of them come together into an omnibus Bill to address

far beyond what this Bill addresses. What they would like

!
addressed is competition in local markets, whether Telcos

can get knto the cable tav. business, what cable t.v., hoW

that fits in the Telco business and wireless and cellular,

but I really believe and I hope I am not misstating and I

think I'm on firm ground herep I don't think the long

distance carriers are necessarily opposed to the content of

:,.ik.-.u.this):'JBii1.$;ouLI think-they would have-preferred 'an omnibus

' Billp we were not able ko do that.''

Speaker Johnson: Tim: ''Representative Boland.''

Boland: ''The last one, I've just been knformed for your benefit

and the other Members that CUB is neutral on this

Legislation. Thank you.''

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Further questions. The Gentleman from

McLean, Representative Brady.l'

Brady: ''Wil1 the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnsonz Tim: ''Representattve Brady, proceed.''

Brady: ''Wil1 the Sponsor yield?''

Speaker Johnson, Tin: ''He kndicates that he willon

Brady: I'Representative Blacky is it true that this Legislation

could in fact cause better efflciencies within the
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telecommunications industry and in fact, reduce some costs

to the consumer?''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''Representakive Blacka''

Black: HI certainly Ehink it would. I think this partieular

Legislation would give telecommunication carriers cebtainly

greater if internak effkciency on trying to keep up with a
1

rapidly changing market and an extremely competitive market

I might add and I think it makes imminent good sense from I

tthat stand point and I also think the C
ommerce Commission k

was right on target last spring in saying r we have no

objection to the telecommunication companies being this

Bill, we do have objection to the enerqy producing

companies, the Commonwealth Edisonsr the Illinois Powers,
I

and as a result of their objection and concern, we took the

energy companies out. This only affects telecommunication

carriers.'' I
I

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''In seeinq no further questions, the Chair

recognizes the Gentleman from Vermilion, Representative

. z 'nBlack.to closeo,p - . .. , .

Blackz ''Thank you' very nuch, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen i

of the House, and I do appreciate the Gentleman fron

ISkokie's offer to perhaps 1et this Bi11 rest for 24 ho
urs. :

Some Members of his side of the aisle have come over and

said we would prefer to vote on it. This Bill has had a

gestation period of almost two years and 1, too, would like

to move it to What I hope is a successful conclusion. I

think it has had a very fair and very open debate. The

fact that *he Citizens Dtility Board is neutral on the

1Bill
, I think eliminates some of the concern that many of

you nighk have about it. The fact that we have ansWered

the Illinois Commerce Commission's concerns, I think,

!should eliminate even more objections that popped up. Over
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the two years what Welve tried to do in this Bill is to

amend the Public Utilieies Ac* by simply ellminating

unnecessary duplicative and wasteful government review of

utility contracts. All Welre doing in this Bill With

telecommunication companies is tryinç to streamline Ehe

regulatory process, reduce the burden on the regulators,

that being the Commerce Commission, while at Ehe same time

insuring that the interests of Illinois consumers are in

fact adequately protected. I think it's a win, win

situation. Ik's going to eliminate unnecessary bureaucracy

and red tape and still protect the interest of the

consumer. I wish I could give you a definitive answer and

tell you that al1 of the telecommunicatton carriers favor

this Bill. To the best of my knowledge, they have no

specific objection to khe lanquage of this Bill. They

would rather have seen something come together that Would

have impacted the long distance carriers, the local

providers, and cable t.v. Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House, that's a very complicated issue and I stand ready to

' work.with. those yeople to see if we can: in fact, come up

with that kind of language that would get everyone at khe

table to a successful conclusion next spring, buk in khe

mean time, in all due respect ta various concernsg I would

ask your favorable consideration of Senate Bill 598 that

passed the Senate by a unanimous margin and I ask for your

support at this time for Senate Bill 598.11 I

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The question isy 'Shall Senate Bill 598 (
?1 The Chair indicating this, uill take 71 votes. All 1Pass

th in favor signify by voting 'aye'; those opposed byose

voting Ino'. The voting is open. This is final action .

Have al1 voted who Wish? Have al1 voted who wish? Have
I

a1l voted Who wish? Mr. Clerkr take the record. On this h
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question, there are ll4 voting 'yes', 2 voting 'no', l

votinq 'present'. And this Bill, having received a

Constitution Majorityg is hereby declared passed. The

Chair now recognizes the Gentleman from Rock Island,

Representative Brunsvold. Give Representative Brunsvold

your attention and the Chair.''

Brunsvold: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The Democrats Would like to

qo to caucus conference for one hour in room 118.1.

Speaker Johnson, Tim : ''Representative Brunsvold has indicated a

desire for a Democratic conference for one hour. We'1l
I

return at the hour of 3:30 p.m. The Republicans will no*

have a conference in the mean time and I Would indicake,

the Chair would indicate that When we return, We have

further business, further votes to take and everybody

should be so advised. ïour request is granted and the !

House stands in recess until the hour of 3:30 p.m.''

Clerk McLennand: HFor Republican Members that were scheduled for

2:00 p.n. computer training, please proceed down. It will

'l- begin- at 2:30 and wiil go from 2:30 to 3:30. . Republican

Members who signed up for 2:00 p .m. computer training,

please proceed to room 122A for 2:30 to 3:30 training.

Attention Menbers, the 3:00 p.n. Township Government Task

Force scheduled for 3:00 p.n. will be delayed until further

notice. Attenkion, Members of the House of

Representatives, the House will delay reconvening until

4:00 p.n..''

Speaker Johnson, Tim: 'dThe House will come to order. Mr. Clerk,

Introductions.f'

Clerk McLennand: ''Introduction and Resolutions. House Joint

Resolukion #27, offered by Representative Skinner, assigned

to the Rules Committee. Introduction and First Reading of

House Bills. House Bi11 2551, offered by Representative
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Irwin, a Bill for an Act concerning 'state real estate

kransaceions. Introduction, First Readinq of this House

Bil1.'' '

Speaker Johnson, Tim: ''The House w1l1 stand at ease momentarily.

The Chair could have the attention of the chamber. With us

today in the gallery are tWo onited States history classes

from Saumanet aaptist School. The classes are the gueses

of Representakive C. Spangler. Welcome to Springfield.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The House will come to order. Members will

please be in kheir seats. Those not entitled to the floor
i

will please retire to the gallery. Supplemental Calendar

#l. Senate Bill 908. Read khe Bill, Mr. Clerk.l'

''Senate Bill 908, a Bill for an Act that amends !Clerk McLennand:

the Metropolitan Water Reclamation Diskrict Act. Third ,
* 

I
Reading of this Senate Bil1.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Ryder.'g

Ryder: fêThank you: Mr. Speaker. With consent of the House, I

would like ko present this Bi11. The Amendment to this

Bill in the Senate makes monetary award program grants

.
'ta'.. availàble' 'to studenks of proprietary schools of higher

education tn Illinois that are accredited with the

Commission on Institutions of Higher Learning of the North

Central Association of Colleges and Schools and offer !

academic deqree programs that have been approved and

regulated by the Board of Higher Education under khe

Academic Decree Act for at least three years and do enroll I
I

a majority of their students in the approved acadenic

degree programs. I believe that this has widespread

bipartisan support. I'd be happy to answer any questions .'î l
Speaker Daniels: ''Is there any discussion? The Gentleman from

Cook. Ladies and Gentleman, this is Senate Bills Third

Reading, Senate Bill 908. The Gentleman from Cook ,
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Representative Lang.''

''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Ladies and Gentlemen of the 1Lang:

House, I rise in support of Senate Bill 908. We ought to

be doing everything Me can to encourage as many people as

we can to go to either colleges or somewhere where they can

get training for their careers and I think this Bill is a

good start to do khat. So I support the Gentleman's Bill

and ask for green votes.''

Speaker Daniels: nThe Lady from Dupagey Representative

Cowlishaw.''

Cowlishaw: 'IThank you very much, Mr. Speakerr Ladies and

Gentlemen of the House. I am kn accord with the prior

speaker and I appreciate his support for this Legislation.

It seems to me, although I know that there are some

concerns that have been raised about those insEitutions,

from those inskitutions that noW receive these dollars and
I

would therefore receive somewhat fewer of khem if ue

include proprietary schools. However, the interese of the

i,,,state.z. i't..seems to. mep is not in mak.ing up .studentds' minds

'uv:.6 for them-as to Where they can get financial help and where :

they can lt, but rather it is in the interest of the state

to promote as much choice amongst educational opportunities I

and as many of those opportunities as possible for every

student in Illinois. Devry is one of the institukions that

would qualify. There are a good many people who live in ny

area of the state Who have attended Devry and Who today

have wonderful jobs that are not only providing ehem with a

great opportunity for their future, but they are taxpayers

who are helping us to pay our bills as well. For all of

those reasons and because I truly do believe this is in the

best interest of Ehe State of Illinois, 1, too, rise in

suppore of Senate Bi1l 908 'as amended ' and T thank you,

I
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Mr. Speaker.dl

Speaker Daniels: l'The Gentleman from Cook, Represenkative

Turner.''

Turner, A.: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker and Ladies and Gentlemen of

khe Assembly. 1, too, rise in support of Senate Bill 908. I
!

I think it's a question of fairness and choice. As you

know. Math funding is awarded to skudents and not eo I

institutions and it's for that reason, I believe, that it

is only fair that these students are able to determine
!

where they want to receive their education. The

institutions in question here are Devry and Midstate

institutions and both of those institutionse 70% of those

graduates there receive a bachelor's of art: a bachelor's

of science and the remainder receive associate degrees.

Like public institutions, they are regulated by the Board

of Higher Ed as colleges and universities. Last year over

90% of the recent graduates from Devry began their careers

in those chosen profession. It is for this reason that I

't.::,rise= in:n:support: of Senate ,..Bil1.908 and I hope that al1

Members wil1 join uso'' ' . . . l
i

Speaker Daniels: ''Purther diucussion? The Gentleman from Bureau, l

Representakive Mautinow''

Mautîno: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Wi11 the Sponsor yield?'' 1
ISpeaker Daniels: 'lHe indicates he will.'' :
1

Mautino: ''Representative Ryder, T haven't had the opportunity to

see the Amendment or be privy to any of the discussions on I
I

it. What is the cost of this transfer?'' '

Speaker Daniels: ''Representakive Ryder.''

Ryder: l'In a direct sense, Representativee there's no additional

cost. This would entitle more students to have a choice of

Whether they go to a proprietary or non-proprketary school.

I
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The cost of the monetary award program is determined by the

Legislature and last year and this current fiscal yeare we

. exceeded our expectations and fully funded the monetary

Iaward program. First time in several years for which we

should all be compleàented. What this Bill does is not

Idecrease
, it does not increase costsr it increases a number l

of students that can look to the state for some monetary

assistance and therefore We choose the total amount of

money to be placed into the pool for which those students

are able to compeee. If you were to take ehe number of

students that are added by this and if everyone of those

students were to seek the full maximum amount under the

monetary award program and if every other student who has

rèceived assistance in the past kere to ask for some

assistancee it would cost more than what we had this year,

but I cangt Eell you the exact amounE.''

Speaker Daniels: HRepresentative Mautinoa''

Mauttno: ''In the discussions, do we have any idea how many

students would then bey let me put it this way, are the !

community , cokleges in favor of this? Is there any

opposition lhich has been voiced to the 3ill and if so, who i

is opposed?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Ryder.''

Ryder: '1I believe khat we have worked With the community colleges

and indicated an earlier Amendment to be agreeable to them . .

llve been inforned today that as the Bill now stands
, they

do not stand either neutral or agreeable, but in fact, they

would oppose the Bi1l.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: f'So the community colleges are in opposition to the

Bill? Is that because they are looking at a potential loss

of funds or a transfer and if so. when they stated that
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objection, how much of a decrease are they expecting to

see?''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representakive Ryder.''

Ryder: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. A11oW me to explain it like

thks, Representative. If the pool of money available on

this program remains the same and we increase the number of

students that can access thak pool, ehen the amount that. I

each student could ultimately achieve Would be less. Since

community colleges have access to this pool and those that I

atkend proprietary colleges do not, obviously the haves

want to keep the haves and keep the have nots on the

outside. That is, I believe, khe basis for which the

community colleges have expressed their opposition. I

compliment them because they did try ko Work With us

earlier when they thought that we were only allowing one

additional school and they agreed to that. They said thak

was okay. But the current language allows two schools,

four campuses and now they oppose it because it again

s...:you''ve expanded the number. .1 4pologize because We . simply

appropriate the amount of money in the pool. How nany

people apply for the amount of money in Ehe pool is what

determines whether Ehey receive more or less under this

Legislation.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Mautino.''

Mautino: ''Do you know why ik is that the Student Assistance

Commission has stated that We're bringing in a $10 nillion I
i

obligation to the system which is not funded?''

Speaker Daniels: 'lRepresentative Ryder.''
:

Ryder: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The Student Assistance

Commission took the maximum number of students that would

be brought in to the pool and gave then the maximum award

based on this year's appropriakion to get to that figure.
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They overstated it bg $2 million dollars, I believe,

perhaps as much as three, but in this sktuation, we are the

ones that set the total amount for that pool and it would

be my intention to fully fund that progran again next year

so that we don't have winners and losers, but that we can

have Winners and winners. I understand the concern of the

community colleges, they don't want to give up something

that they've already qot and allow others the opportunity

to have that. I understand that. Theybre entitled to

that. That's okay, but We would like to have winners and

winners and it's my intent to fully fund this

appropriation.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Representative Mautino, you rre out of time.

Can you bring your remarks to a close? Representative

Kubik to close.''

Kubîk: ''Thank you, Mr. Speaker, Ladies and Gentlemen of the

House. I ask you to support this proposal. I think this

is an extremely good proposal. It's a proposal khat allows

, peoplp who may not have access to the educational system,

-  ' the non-traditional educational system that access. If you

look at the success of the institutions that are qoing to

be involved in this program, 90% of their graduakes are

placed in jobs and these are good, solid, well-paying jobs.

They're jobs that are not contained within the traditional

educational system, but don't we also have a obligakion to

those people to try to provide some academic requirements,

some acadenic help in finding employment for the future? I

think this is an extrenely good proposal. I think it makes

a 1ot of sense. I want to thank Representative Ryder for

his very good explanation of the Bill and I seek your

support of Senate Bill 908.''

Speaker Daniels: ''The Gentlenan, Representative Kubik has moved
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for the passage of Senake Bill 908. The queskion is,

'Shal1 Senate Bill 908 pass?' All those in favor signify

by voting 'aye'iopposed by voting 'no'. The voting is

open. This is final action. Have al1 voted Who wish?

Have a11 voted Who wish? Have a11 voted Who wish? Take

the record, Mr. Clerk. On this question, there are 92

'ayes', 22 'no', 1 voting 'present'. This Bille having

reeeived a Constitution Majority, is hereby declared

passed. Clerk, for an announcement.''

Clerk McLennand: ''Those Democrat Members signed up for eomputer

traininq today should attend in room 122A immediately after

Session. Computer training for those Democrat Members

signed up for today, room 122A, immediately after Session.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Mr. Clerk, could you tell me the status of

House Bill 2517?''

Clerk McLennand: ''Eouse Bk1l 2517 Was moved to the Order of Thkrd

Reading, earlier today.''

Speaker Daniels: ''Return that Bill to the Order of Second

Reading. Clerky-for. an announcement..d'.

Clerk. Mctennand: ''The Township Task Force scheduled for 3:00 p.m .

will meet in Roon 1228, 15 minutes after adjournment.

Again: the Toknship Task Force scheduled for 3:00 p .m . will

meet 15 minutes afker adjournment in Room l72B.''

Speaker Daniels: 'lRepresentative Ryder now moves that *he House

stand adjourned until Friday, November 3, 1995 at the hour

of 9:00 a.n.. All those in favor signify by saying 'ayef;

opposed 'no'. In *he opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have

it and following: allowing time for perfunctory session for

the Clerk, the House now stands adjourned until Friday,

November 3rd, 1995 at the hour of 9:00 a.m.''

Clerk McLennandl I'Democrat Members assigned to computer training

this afternoon should report immediately to Room l22A .
''
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Cirks, Jeremy, substitute for the Clerk: ''Belng no further

businessy the House Perfunctory Sesskon will be adjourned.

The House will reconvene at 9:00 a.m . on Friday, November

3rd.'' '
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